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INLUCETUA
Comment by the Editor

Speaking Lightly...
Being the editor of The Cresset is, I suppose,
having a really big pencil box. At the beginning of a
new school year, as people head off to classroom and
schoolyard with new notebooks and new books and
new ballpoints, I'm here at the editor's desk with a new
job. It is exciting and frightening, like the first day of
kindergarten; I thought everybody else had been there
before and knew each other, and that I was the only
new one. Some things don't change. I have a strong
sense that everybody has been here before, and that
I'm the only new one. I did take down the pictures of
former Cresset editors from the wall behind my desk,
but Dorn-Coates-Kretzmann-Pelikan-StrietelmeierKorby-Lee-Nuechterlein still look over my shoulder.

*
It is tempting to announce a column about
flags-and write several paragraphs on those beautiful
flowers of early summer. Easily the best are the blue
ones that rise up from the midst of their rather spiky
foliage, electrically bright. They make the heart lift,
seeing them, which is true of the other flags too. Of all
the thousands of words written over the summer on
that topic, the most poignant I read were from the writer who remarked that now the flag seems to have been
taken over by a group, a point of view, an attitude. It's
a big group, but that's what it is, so it's not "our" flag

cept seems out of place within church discourse. Or if
the term is to be useful at all, I thought the emphasis
within the New Testament was specifically with those on
the downward side of society's expectations and
rewards. In fact, the Beatitudes could probably be read
(pace the new translation people) as "Blessed are the
downmarket... "

*
Thoreau, in his journal of 1854, wrote of the
change in seasons as a change in our perceptions. The
shift from early summer to midsummer struck him as
being sad, "because we begin to see the interval
between our hopes and their fulfillment. The prospect
of the heavens is taken away, and we are presented only
with a few small berries." Teachers and students can be
almost overwhelmed by this interval; we meant to do so
much this summer, and we are left with our few small
berries of achievement. It would be good for us
though, as we begin the cycle of effort and achievement that marks the school year, to reflect that nature
runs on a much different system, and that a time offallowness and rest is necessary for production. Filling up
our supposedly "restful" summers with projects and
effort has become the requirement of a profession
which ought to have the sense to recognize the place of
rest and refreshment in the cycle of production.

*

anymore. The discussion may be good for us, but like

other forms of analysis it will be hard on the simple
feelings and associations it analyzes. The flowers, however, will be just as breathtaking as ever next May, and
even a constitutional amendment won't change that.

*
It is hard to know whether dismay or amusement is the appropriate response to a comment in
Forum Letter concerning their worry that the ELCA "is
becoming a socially downmarket Episcopalianism. "
Leaving aside its dismissive tone about Episcopalians, I
wonder just what kind of insult is meant about being
"socially downmarket"? The word only has bad connotations if one is trying to get "upmarket," but that conSeptember, 1989

Though we didn't intend this issue to have a
theme, several of this month's articles are about choices. We tend to understand choice-making on a personal level; it is often harder to perceive the choices made
by whole nations, or groups of nations. But as Richard
Dunning's article points out, we (however widely or
narrowly the pronoun is construed) must make choices
about our uses of the natural world. Those with an eye
for intimations will see several in the two paintings on
front and back covers, in which two artists look at the
connections of people and water, with differing conclusions. Fred Niedner describes the hard choices faced by
an institution which has fulfilled its purpose. And Jon
Pahl shows how old choices, those we perhaps thought
settled, keep coming around again in new forms. Both
3

Jim Combs on popular culture and Ed Byrne on films
describe how our preferences even in small things
demonstrate the choices we have made about values,
and Renu Juneja, who will now regularly add to the
"Nation" column, puts these on a more global scale.
Individuals make choices too, of course. With
this issue, The Cresset thanks Betty Wagner for her eight
years of skillful service in the office, as she has made

the wise choice to devote herself more thoroughly to
her artistic career. Thanks and blessings.
Editors make choices. I've re-hung the former
editors' pictures in the workroom, and they seem to be
at home there.
Peace,
GME

one summer
It was almost fall. The leaves were turning in the timber,
and the long barn had new paint
from my uncles and cousins who clambered over it
in the still heat of the indian summer.
On Sunday, cars were in the white-rock driveway
with lemonade and fried fish spilling onto the green lawn
where balloons and hats littered the yard like candy,
and I watched from my room under the eaves wondering
if this is how it would be from now on.
But Monday I watched blood spurt from pigs' heads
and caught the brains in a clean pail
and took it to my grandmother who said she would tell us
scary stories if we did our chores.
And somewhere my brother ran by me, tossing his head
like a horse as he ran through the barn and out of my life,
as I watched him from the loft, burrowed down in the hot hay.
When the lights came on in the big kitchen they all gathered
around the one table and ate, their shoulders hunched over plates,
the old dog showing the whites of her eyes from behind the stove.
All of it that summer was mine, part of me,
yet I knew none of it told the whole truth about us,
about who we were in that small Illinois town where the hard road
ran into the country trying to connect the lives,
offering a way back if you wanted it.
I took the way back, or was taken ;
but it was no use, for it is all here with me now: the voices
just barely heard, the blur of movement through the morning glories
and the secret lights dancing on the dark creek water:
all of it here like a pulse, all of it hot and sweet as new hay,
unlocked in a small boy's summer eyes or in some girl's
unfurled apron shaking dreams onto the golden prairie.

J. T. Ledbetter
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Jon Pahl

The Antinomian Age in America
''Whatever happened to ethics?"
This plaintive headline from the cover of a
recent Time magazine was designed to communicate
with typical journalistic brevity both a problem and its
solution. America is corrupt; more "ethics" is the solution. Our cultural elites have been more prolix, but
make the same point. We live in an age "after virtue,"
we need to recover "communities of character," and
we must develop "commitment" alongside individualism. Even the new president has found it prudent to
establish a cabinet-level "ethics commission."
And while God knows we need good characters, good
communities, and even good committees, it does not
take a prophet to see that these ethical fixes will not
solve the problem. For historically, the basic cultural
problem in America has not been simple confusion
about "ethics," it has been the Protestant's
disease-antinomianism. And given this hostility and
violence to the law as the characteristic ethos of the
age, then "ethics" is not likely to do much good.
For hostility and violence to the law-antin~
mianism- cannot be overcome with more law.
Luther discovered this during his monastic days, only
to reemphasize the "civil use" of the law when anarchy
threatened during the Peasant's War. And once given
a foothold, the scholastic distinctions between types of
legitimate, even saving, law blossomed until Lutherans
today, and for that matter all Americans who share our
characteristic bent for legalistic self-condemnation,
assume the ironic posture of modern monastic flagellants.
So we must reconstruct the basics. Law is law, and
grace is grace. One accuses, the other saves. We do
not have time for subtle scholastic distinctions
between uses of law in these days of nuclear cultures
which bind themselves so easily to the false gods of the
technological and bureaucratic fix. The question is as
ancient as it is urgent: can grace again be grace to a
people beset with hostility and violence?

II
Defining Antinomianism
The term "anti-nomian" is a hybrid, from the

Jon Pahl teaches in the Department of Theology at
Valparaiso University. This is his first article for The
Cresset.
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Latin anti "against" and the Greek nomos "law." Luther
coined it in the sixteenth-century to describe the way
he thought one of his students, Johannes Agricola, had
falsely opposed his concept of "Christian liberty" to
Mosaic law. The term has proved durable.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth-centuries,
"antinomianism" was a favorite theological cuss-word.
It was popularized especially in England, where groups
like the "Ranters," the "Family of Love," and the
"Grindeltonians" were called antinomian for advocating communal marriage, abolition of property, and, in
some cases, "salvation through sin." These were the
extreme cases. Even Lutherans, along with many
"main-line" Protestants who stressed grace over works,
were ironically labelled with Luther's linguistic invention. In fact, the first major theological debate in col~
nial America saw Anne Hutchinson banished to Rhode
Island in 1638 for "antinomianism." The term was a
commonplace. In the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries the term was condemned to become professional theological jargon. For instance, around the
turn of the century the New SchaafHerzog Encyclopedia
of Religious Knowledge identified antinomian ism as
a comparatively modern designation
of several types of ethical thought in
which hostility to the Mosaic law
(including the decalogue) and to the
principles therein embodied has led
to immoral teaching and practice.
Hastings' Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics went so far
as to connect antinomianism with "political anarchism." Thus, around the turn of the century antin~
mianism was understood to refer to a theological
heresy where hostility to God's law produced licentious
behavior and other political and social problems.
More recent defmitions of the term tend to be
doctrinally focused. For instance, for John Macquarrie
in The Westminster Dictionary of Christian Ethics antinomianism is
the view that, for the Christian, faith
has abolished the law so that one is no
longer subject to it. The extreme antinomian point of view, which leads into
licentious conduct, is condemned
both in the NT and by the Reformers.
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Yet both the NT and the Reformers
were clear that the gospel rules out
any legalistic ethic. The place of law
in Christian ethics is still being discussed.
Antinomianism here shades into orthodoxy, and is
clearly a matter by and large of academic dispute.
Gerhard Forde, perhaps the leading
Lutheran systematic theologian in America today,
offers a similarly doctrinal if less equivocal definition
than Macquarrie. For Forde, the antinomian
attempts to correct the mistake of
nomism [or moralism, but falls into
another mistake by assuming] that the
law ends or changes (the Kingdom
comes) just because our theological
books and assertions say so. It assumes
that it is possible to end or banish law,
somehow, this side of the eschaton.
Antinomianism is an eschatological error, "fake theolo-

gy," because it fails to account for the continuing reality of sin, including the sin in any theological assertion.
Antinomianism is in this sense a denial of the limits of
one's own speech and action in relation to God the
Word.
Forde does not quite draw out that linguistic
conclusion, but it is where his logic leads. And, interestingly, "antinomianism" has experienced somewhat
of a revival in the fields of linguistics and literary studies in the past two decades or so. For many literary
scholars and historians, "antinomianism" has positive
connotations, and is more or less defined as
"autonomous individualism." Literary historian Amy
Schrager-Lang calls attention to this "modern view of
antinomianism" as "a liberating doctrine," functioning
to promote "self-assertion, individualism ... [and] the
loosing of creative impulses." Hawthorne, Thoreau,
Emerson, and Wolfe have all been called "antinomian."
Schrager-Lang argues further that an tinomianism has
been identified historically with outspoken women,
and even more generally with dissent by members of
oppressed or subordinated groups. In this sense, then,
antinomianism is essentially literary or symbolic dissent
capable of empowering those otherwise stripped of or
kept from power.
Combining these insights of theological and
literary scholars, we can draw some conclusions.
Historically, antinomianism as a phenomenon has
arisen primarily in the working and lower classes,
among the poor, the struggling, and the oppressed.
6

Women are particularly well represented in antinomian movements. But as a term, antinomianism has been
an epithet of the elite, used against the poor, women,
and oppressed. I suggest that this relation deserves to
be reversed today.
Antinomianism is, in this sense, a term restricted to use in certain social contexts. It is a term intended to prick pretension and curb ambition, and it makes
sense only when applied to those for whom some
direct social ownership of "the law" applies; that is, to
those who make it or are in some sense responsible for
upholding it. The antinomian is hostile to, or corrupts, the law he or she is supposed to uphold. The
antinomian, to use an illustration, is the stage_manager
who shouts fire in a crowded theatre.
The primary cultural form of antinomianism,
defined in this way, is public illegality or corruption.
Antinomianism defines not the Anne Hutchinsons of
the world but the power-brokers: televangelists, shady
attorney generals, sleazy presidential candidates, and
shoddy stock salesmen. These folks were no doubt
confused about ethics. Who is not perplexed by choices? But beyond confusion, the antinomian also
exhibits a graceless hostility by doing violence to the
law or laws he or she was responsible to uphold.
And, finally, antinomianism is a theological
problem. Defined as above we might all seem to be
antinomians. God's law accuses us, and we accuse it in
turn. But God's law does not confront us apart from
human expression of it (or failure to express it) in love
or hostility to the neighbor, which is to say, in history
and society. Defmed in a strict sense, then, antinomianism is a graceless hostility to the law, limit or Word of
God, coupled with a desire, expressed intent, or actual
attempt to get away with something illegal or morally
beyond the law, by those ambitious enough or powerful enough to get away with it.
III
Two Types of Antinomianism in America
Given the above definition, we can identify
both a "leftwing" and a "right-wing" antinomianism in
recent American history. And to borrow another journalistic convention to go along with thinking in terms
of "left" and "right"-namely to think in terms of
rough decades-we can designate "the sixties" as the
age of "left" and "the eighties" as the age of "right"
antinomianism. Common to both has been an escalating violence to law, and since the eighties at least, an
increasing call for more law to quash the violence.
The liberals paved the way. Of all the theological movements in twentieth-century America, the
"death of God" movement of the early 1960's was withThe Cresset

out question the most sensational. The leaders of this
movement-Thomas J. J. Altizer, Paul van Buren,
William Hamilton, and in a way Harvey Cox, ridiculed
and in various ways claimed to have "killed" the transcendent, wholly-other God of neo-orthodox theology.
Inevitably, this theological assertion carried with it an
ethical negation as well. Cox was clearest about this.
His 1965 bestseller, The Secular City derided "tribal" and
"town" life-styles, and praised a "technopolitan" way of
life lived in accord with the values of "anonymity,
mobility, pragmatism and profanity. "
But Cox was a moderate. Thomas J. J. Altizer
was the most persistent God-killer. Altizer vented his atheology most fully in The Gospel of Christian Atheism,
published in 1966. The slogan of this work was "the
death of God" as an event that "liberates the human
from every alien and opposing other." The outcome
for ethical theory of this "liberation " was overtly antinomian: "Good and evil cease to be," Altizer wrote,
"when the human is delivered from selfhood, when the
solitary and autonomous ego is abolished, and one
ceases to be aware of a distance separating oneself
from others." The key terms-death, cease,
abolish-spoke for themselves.
And it was then this hostility toward "town life," toward
the "god-symbol" of neo-orthodoxy, that united the
writings of the secular and radical theologians. In both
cases, the hostility was directed toward limits. Like
Luther's student Agricola, the radicals preached "freedom." But the freedom they preached was graceless.
Both the secular theology and death of God movements had at least antinomian aspects. The law oflove
had been given over to hostility. A prophetic critique
(Cox, for instance, was active in the civil rights movement) had become a revolting iconoclastic parricide.
Ambition had replaced agape.
Aside from one Time cover and a few TV spots,
however, the secular or radical theology movement was
generally an elitist affair. The student movement of
the sixties and early seventies, in contrast, would seem
to have been thoroughly populist. And yet the
University of Chicago sociologist Edward Shils, who
observed the revolts at Chicago, offered an alternative
reading of "the movement." To Shils the students were
"antinomians" who were inherently violent by virtue of
their commitment to the "transcendence of boundaries." Shils' case is worth following with some care.
"The highest collective good" for the students,
Shils suggested, was "participation." Exegeting this concept, Shils went on to argue that for many students
"participation" did not mean belonging to a community where limits were accepted as orients resulting from
commitments to another, and much less participation
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in the holy which oriented the self by its distinctiveness,
but

"Participation" is a situation in which
the individual's desires are fully
realised in the complete self-determination of the individual and which is
simultaneously the complete self-determination of each institution and of
society as a whole. In the good community, the common will harmonises
the individual wills.
The students were "millennarians," as another
author put it; they were utopians convinced that the
kingdom had come and participation for all was available in the instant.
What brought this ideal of millennial participation to a boil on university campuses in the sixties, Shils
suggested, was the threat of scarcity. College had previously been a privilege. Now it was an entitlement, and
the ease of access to college education for the early
baby boomers simultaneously created status anxiety.
The baby boom students were unconsciously uncertain
of their assimilation into the plentiful society. So they
put on a pretense of not wanting to belong, framed
their own version of a social system in which they would
"participate," and forced their ideology, in the full
sense of the term, into the public consciousness.
With this dynamic of plenitude and scarcity as
a backdrop, it becomes understandable why the students resisted so violently any threat of "repression" by
"the Establishment" to their "participation." The revolts
often occurred in spring, just around exam time. The
spectre of scarcity promoted first anxiety, and then
anger toward the perceived and actual source of the
scarcity-the parents who had borne and bred the
baby-boomers. The "movement" thus had ecomomics
at its core, and was in this reading simply an extreme
form of the liberal capitalist ideal of "freedom now."
Altogether, then, the sixties offer us ample
opportunity to perceive the ironies of history. Today,
this decade and its students are often remembered
fondly for their moral idealism and fervor. And yet this
very zeal itself is the most basic clue concerning the
ironic character of the era. The death-of-God theologians and the students were as self-righteous about
their right to kill God or practice free love as the most
zealous Moral Majoritarians are about "traditional values." Antinomian ism always feeds from a hidden
nomism. And so the yippies became yuppies. It was
what they wanted all along.
In a sense, then, "the movement" never en ded.
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It simply moved up-town, from elite colleges to elite
boardrooms. Out of the "New Left" came the "New
Right," not directly, to be sure, but on the same
breezes. Thus Watergate, as the embodiment of
Nixon's hostility to the democratic process, would perhaps quality as an early example of "right-wing" antinomianism in America. Nixon's pet concepts of "national security" and "executive privilege" were in the interest of building his own version of the "secular city." He
surely thought of himself as "technopolitan," and his
profanity, pragmatism, and penchant for anonymity
are by now the stuff of legend. Nixon's law was for all
practical purposes "God's" law. And for all the president's men, the law was whatever one's superior in the
chain of command said was law, no matter how stupid,
ruthless, or violent.
But Watergate was hardly the last example of
this sort of ideology. Richard Hofstadter long ago
defined the role of anticommunism in the "paranoid
style in American politics," and the recent career of
Oliver North makes us aware that this mentality has
not left us. There is a link between anticommunism
and antinomianism worth exploring. There can be little question that North's "freedom fighting" was motivated by anti-communism. At the same time, his hostility to both the legislative and judicial processes is barely concealed by a veneer of civility. To be sure, this
hostility is clothed with the flag of patriotism, national
security, and Christianity. The man poses as a martyr.
But the law to which he "witnesses" is no different in
substance than the ideal of the students. That "law" is
unbridled free expression, here in an overtly economic
dress, rather than clothed with counter-cultural sexuality.
With the mere mention of "witnessing," a host
of antinomian figures from our recent religious past
floats to mind. Is there something in the contour of
Pentecostalism that led Jim Bakker and Jimmy
Swaggart down their ill-starred paths? What does the
need to express oneself in tongues-not the act
itself-have to do with the limits or lack thereof to selfexpression in American life? The Pentecostal denominations are among the fastest growing in America.
Historically, the link between "enthusiasm" as Ronald
Knox has delineated the Pentecostal style in a book of
that title, and antinomianism has been close. How
much more is this link exaggerated when the theatre
in which the enthusiasm plays is the land committed to
the "way to wealth"?
And the mention of wealth rings up yet another right-wing antinomian association. The TirTII! lament
with which we began was prompted above all by the
Ivan Boesky insidertrading scandal. Since then, Drexel-Burnham-Lambert
8

has been levied a massive penalty for securities fraud,
the Chicago Board of Trade has seen an undercover
operation document an ever-increasing number of illegal transactions, and more than a few government officials have been called to account for "conflicts of interest." Free markets, like free love, seem to have a way of
becoming too free.
Without belaboring the point, we can thus
conclude that there have been two more or less consecutive expressions of antinomianism in the recent
American past-a "left" antinomianism and a "right"
antinomianism. The left-wing antinomians came first,
preached freedom from limits, and were overtly hostile
to norms. The "death of God" movement and the student movement were the paradigm cases here.
In contrast, right-wing antinomianism corrupted norms by identifYing one's own limits with the ultimate (Nixon's "executive privilege," North's "national
security," or Bakker's "inspiration"). The hostility here
was indirect, or in another good title for the times,
"covert." The Watergate phenomenon (and its more
recent incarnations) and the entire "New Christian
Right" could constitute the test-cases here. Of the two
antinomianisms, it seems to me that the latter is the
more subtle danger. A false law is more destructive
than none at all.
Now, to be sure, antinomianism is not everywhere, and there is surely no antinomian party, antinomian league, or antinomian conspiracy for which we
need to be on the lookout, much less on the hunt. But
antinomianism may quality as a tradition in American
life, a cultural pattern that has grown in strength in the
past few decades and which it therefore makes sense
for us to understand.
Antinomianism, then, may be the flip-side of
classical liberalism. If liberalism is the "center" of selfexpression, bound together especially by the Lockean
contract, Puritan covenant, or faith in the compatibility
of God's and human wills-what I call the "establishment of mediation" in another place, then antinomianism is the extreme or extremes that liberalism needs to
define itself as the center. I am not the first to suggest
that what we have been seeing since 1960 is the attenuation of liberalism in America. But the consequence of
this attenuation, it seems to me, has been the increasing stridency as a by-product ofliberalism's antinomian
extremes. The far left and far right have had their says.
What is next?
IV
Facing Antinomianism
The obvious answer to that question, following
Time, our visionary elites, and George Bush, is that
what is next for America is more ethics-character,
commitment, and communities. And God knows we
The Cresset

need those. But at root all of these solutions are
strategies. They suggest that we can solve our ethical
problems by instituting rational programs to build
virtue, engender commitment, or develop community.
And all of these proposals share a common diagnosis
that sees a lack of "trust," or a predominance of
doubt, at work in American public life. We have
somehow become confused, and in the process dishonest, and therefore we no longer trust either ourselves or others.
Now, being a Lutheran raised in a congregation called "Faith," I do not wish to deny that this scenario conveys much truth. But I also believe the problem goes deeper. Our current public dilemmas rest
upon a more pervasive problem than the characteristic Lockean distillation of Protestantism down to the
issue of trust versus mistrust. The problem is violence,
the Hobbesian "war of all against all" that rages under
the patina of culture as we know it. In contemporary
antinomianism the leading edge of this war of all
against all peeks out at us as an inevitable accompaniment of our liberal democracy. Our problem then is
not simply broken covenants or contracts, but is hostility versus care, violence versus gentleness, death versus
life. More than ethics is at stake in this political
debate.
So if a Hobbesian diagnosis is in order, what is
the solution? Unlike Hobbes, I do not believe there is
no alternative but to submit to the will of Leviathan or
to revolt. Hobbes of course knew nothing of postEnlightenment theology, that is, of a theology which
recognizes the metaphorical character of its expressions, and of the constant limits of its prescriptions to
the needs of the other. What I would like to urge, in
short, is the development of a theology of grace as the
prescription for public theology in America. Not
more moralism, but more grace and gracefulness is
the way to develop care,
gentleness, integrity, and respect for life itself in
American culture.
This may seem a lame antidote to what I have
described as a deadly venom, but I can see no other
way to evade both the Leviathan of heteronomy and
the Chaos of autonomy. Grace, of course, is a notion
with diverse meanings. Common synonyms are gift,
favor, force, charity, kindness, vulnerability, risk, and
love, but the meanings oscillate to cover the whole
range of thought from chance (the arbitrariness and
hiddenness of God's will), to necessity (the order and
justice of God's world.) Protestants have characteristically emphasized grace as God's good will, and hence
stress the gift or spiritual character of grace to individuals. Catholics, in contrast, have tended to stress grace
as God's power, and hence emphasize the link
September, 1989

between grace and nature-with the latter interpreted
broadly to include the state, ecclesiastical hierarchy,
the sacraments, or human good works.
These two emphases-which are of course
exaggerated and ideal-belong together. Grace is neither spiritual gift nor material power alone. It is both,
as Christology has consistently affirmed. And the contemporary metaphor that best represents such a phenomenon, I believe, is the notion of "energy," the
capacity to produce work. I therefore suggest considering as a foundation for a reconstructed Lutheran public theology the grace of Christ as God's gift of energy.
The possibilities of this metaphor, when considered alongside the traditional ones of gift, force, vulnerability, risk, and so on; are rich. Energy, of course,
is undeniably linked to matter, but any physicist worth
her salt today will acknowledge the highly symbolic
character of her discipline. Matter and mind merge.
And in any event, in the common conception of "energy" this symbol refers to something human as well as
material; we talk about this or that person being "energetic," or having "lots of energy" without thinking that
this reduces the person to her colliding atoms.
More abstractly, energy as we experience it is
both extrinsic to us, and the most intrinsic thing we
know. A theology that takes Christ's grace as God's gift
of energy would have to stress both this immanent and
transcendent character of the gift-both the possibilities and the limits this notion implies. We need to
make energy, and thereby grace, "personal," a Thou
rather than an It.
Now, this is not a standard reading of grace, to
be sure, but it is not without support in both Scripture
and tradition. Energeia and cognates appear thirty-two
times in the Greek New Testament, in connection with
such phenomena as the Resurrection, inspiration,
faith, and spiritual gifts. In tradition, the notion of
God's energeiai was developed by Gregory PaJamas in
the fourteenth-century to describe the mediation
between God's essence and God's creatures. The
gospel itself, according to the author of Ephesians, was
"the gift of God's grace, which was given me by the
working [energeian] of his power." Defined in this way,
and worked out seriously by Biblical scholars and systematicians, the metaphor of grace as God's gift of
energy has the potential both to point to Christ and to
engage the public in a debate on a wide range of issues
of common concern.
For energy is of course a public topic. The
issues that derive from it are manifold. For instance, in
physics we are confronted with energy at its most elemental-as atom. And our religious traditions must
integrate this form of energy-as nuclear plants and
atomic bombs-with our theology in ways we have
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barely begun to think about. Evaluating these matters
in light of energy as "gift" might produce new visions
for their use. The same might be said in biology,
where energy is given to us in organic life, and where
we face the task of preserving plants, animals, human
lives and our entire ecosystem in a way that allows
them to flourish and have health. Similarly in economics and politics, where does power, as the social
face of energy, reside, and how is it best exercised?
What is the form of a politics of grace likely to look
like? Can we even imagine such a thing?
The point behind all of these questions,each
ofwhich deserves an essay of its own, is simple. We can
"theologize" our understanding of energy, or rather
"re-theologize" it, since the New Testament authors
obviously understood energeia theologically. "Energy" is
a theological term, a most basic gift from God, and
what we most basically misuse. Constructing a theology of energy might sound like a strange undertaking; it
surely would be in some ways. But it may also be a
graceful way to address at once the self-righteous hostility of the old student radicals and the neoconservatives-the two most recent antinomian factions in
America.
1 Time, cover story, May 25, 1987. Alasdair Macintyre,
After Virtue. 2nd ed. (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame,
1984) . Stanley Hauerwas, A Community of Character: Toward a
Constructive Christian Social Ethic. (Notre Dame: University of
Notre Dame, 1981); Robert Bellah, Habits of the Heart:
Individualism and Commitment in American Life. (Berkeley:
University of California, 1985).
2 Most of Luther's writings on antinomianism have not
been translated into English. See D. Martin Luthers Werke.
Kritische Gesamtausgabe. (Weimar, 1926) Bd. 39, Abt. 1: 3345584. The controversy with Agricola broke in 1527; the only
translated document is from 1539. See "Against the
Antinomians," in Luther's Worlcs (Philadelphia: Fortress,
1971) 47:99-119. For European antinomianism, see especially The Collected Essays of Chriswpher Hill. Volume Two.
Religion and Politics in 17th Century England. (Amherst:
Massachusetts, 1986).

5 Thomas].]. Althizer, The Gospel of Christian Atheism.
(Philadelphia: Wesuninster, 1966), pp. 107, 128.
6 Shils no doubt knew the Port Huron Statement, which
was drafted in 1962, and which set down the most articulate
statement of the goals of the "New Left." It read in part as
follows: "We would replace power rooted in possession, privilege or cicumstances by power... rooted in love, reflectiveness, reason and creativity. All a social system we seek the
establishment of a democracy of individual participation."
See Shils, "Plenitude and Scarcity, " Encounter 32 (May 1969):
37, 42, and Perry Gianakos, "New Left Millennialism and
American Culture," Thought49 (Dec 1974): 397-418. For the
"consensus" interpretations of the movement, see Todd
Gitlin, The Sixties: Years ofHape, Days of Rage. (N.Y: Bantam,
1987) and James Miller, Democracy is in the Streets: From Port
Huron liJ the Siege of Chicago. (N .Y: Simon and Schuster,
1988).
7 The point here is a critical one. The antinomian sees law
only as extrinsic moral rules or obligation~ategorical imperatives-as rules and restraints; therefore he or she rebels and
projects his or her own intrinsic "law" as an orient onto others. Self-righteousness-graceless hostility-is the inevitable byproduct. And it is because of this hidden "nomism" in antinomianism that an appeal to ethics will only exacerbate the
problem. The need is not for new laws, but a fuller sense of
the Spirit of the laws in place.
8 The phrase "the establishment of mediation" is from my
dissertation, "Free Will and the American Character, 16371760," being directed by Martin E. Marty at the University of
Chicago Divinity School.
9 Eph 1:19; Col1:28-29; Col2:12; Rom 5:6; I Cor 12:6.
10 Ephesians 3:7.
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3 Gerhard 0. Forde, "Fake Theology: Reflections on
Antinomianism Past and Present," in Diawg: A Journal of
Theowgy 22(Fall1983): 246-251. This entire issue is entitled
"Luther, Lutherans, and Antinomians," and is devoted to the
problem of antinomianism, which the editors identified as
"the heresy of the American church," p. 244. My essay is an
attempt to suggest that the problem is not just ecclesiastical,
but also cultural, and to provide some evidence for such a
suggestion.
4 Amy Schrager Lang, "Antinomianism and the
'Americanization' of Doctrine," in New England Q;Larterly 54
(March 1981) : 225-242. See also idem, Praphetic Woman:
Anne Hutchinson and the Problem ofDissent in the Literature of
New England. (Berkeley: University of California, 1987) .
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Richard D. Dunning

Spilling Oil and Shedding Illusions in Prince William Sound

The Good Friday shipwreck of the Exxon
Valdez spilled eleven million gallons of crude oil onto
the Gulf of Alaska, creating waves of repercussions likely to spread for the next decade or so. The cumulative
image of the oil spill that emerges from various media
accounts shows the life blood of America's urbanindustrial system spilling impotently into the ocean
through senseless human error and, in the process,
permanently staining the pristine wilderness of
America's last frontier. Emotionally charged imagery,
perhaps appropriate for a Good Friday event. While
this oil spill is in itself a major ecologic and economic
calamity, it also seems to capture the essence of many
environmental problems and to epitomize the continuing inability of modern society to function without
degrading the natural environment. Some of the
intense reaction on both sides of the controversy originates in years of frustration in difficult environmental
battles. The oil spill serves as a fitting, though sobering
conclusion to a year in which environmental problems
were perhaps the central issue confronting Americans.

The details of the spill were spread by the
popular media and need only be outlined here. The
supertanker was ineptly piloted onto a rocky reef, ripping open a section of the hull and spilling part of the
ship's cargo onto the water. Because the containment
and clean-up efforts were slow and confused, the oil
slick spread out to cover hundreds of square miles in a
matter of days and began washing onto the beaches of
many islands. Once on the beach, the associated problems became many times more difficult as the oil coated rocks and soaked into the sand. The initial clean-up
efforts on the beaches-from wiping individual rocks
with paper towels to spraying the beach with steam
cleaning systems-seemed almost comical in their ineffectiveness and their inappropriateness given the complexity of the situation.

Richard Dunning teaches geography at St. Olaf and
Normandale Community College in Minnesota.
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Crude oil is, in fact, a complicated pollutant
both because of its chemical makeup and because of
the ways it interacts with the environment. It contains
a variety of hydrocarbon compounds along with sulfur
compounds and metals. The various components of
the crude oil, identified by the structure of the hydrocarbon molecules and by their boiling point temperature, each react differently in the environment and
have differing impacts upon it. Some of the hydrocarbon compounds are highly toxic but may evaporate
within a few days. Other nontoxic compounds are
similar to those produced naturally by some marine
organisms but their presence in the oil spill may interfere with the organisms' normal chemical behavioral
clues controlling vital biological functions, thereby
interfering with survival of the organisms. Still other
hydrocarbon compounds are long-lived carcinogens
like tar in cigarette smoke and may accumulate in the
food chain to hazardous levels.

In the days following a spill, oil can lose up
to twenty-five percent of its volume to evaporation.
Over the following months most of the rest of the oil is
slowly broken down by bacteria and sunlight or sinks
to the bottom. Ultimately, some of the oil will persist
for many years in the form of black lumps of tar. The
actual time required for this sequence varies in relation to climatic conditions, wind and wave action, the
thickness of the oil layer, and the degree to which the
oil is mixed with seawater. In the cool Alaskan climate, biological activity and productivity are lower
than in warm climates. As a result, both the bacterial
degradation of the crude oil and the recovery of the
ecosystems will be slower.

Marine ecosystems, in addition, are more
complex than other ecosystems and are knit together
by intricate food chain relationships. The stable
hydrocarbon compounds in crude oil will persist for
long periods of time, and they may pass through the
many steps of the food chain before finally accumulating in the higher level consumer organisms.
Potentially hazardous levels of carcinogenic hydrocarbons could render seafood from the Gulf of Alaska
11

unsafe for human consumption much as PCB's or pesticides have curtailed production in other fisheries.

The fact that much of the oil will gradually
degrade by natural processes does little to diminish the
impacts of the oil in the intervening time. The most
immediate and obvious effects result in the death of
marine mammals and birds _ caused in part by their
ingesting even small amounts of the oil and in part
because the oil inhibits natural buoyancy and insulating qualities of fur and feathers . The short-term effects
of the oil on other marine organisms in the open
ocean may be relatively minor. Shoreline and intertidal ecosystems are much more heavily devastated, as
the oil coats virtually every living and nonliving thing
and remains among the rocks and sand for long periods. If the oil comes ashore soon after the spill, the
damage is greater because many of the most toxic substances have not yet had time to evaporate naturally.
The cleaning effort causes further damage to the
ecosystem from the habitat damage by clean-up crews
tramping around on the beach and by the undesired
side-effects of the high-pressure spray systems.
The economic impacts of the spill were
almost instantaneous for the people who depend on
the Gulf of Alaska fishing industry: the herring,
shrimp, and cod fisheries are shut down indefinitely; a
day-to-day battle had to be mounted to save critical
spawning grounds for salmon; long-term doubts persist about the long-term quality and safety of crab and
shellfish beds. As if this were not a sufficient economic
problem, many Alaskans express concern about the
threat to their multimillion dollar tourist industry.

The oil spill does seem then to encapsulate key
elements of many major environmental problems.
Alaskan oil, like many other precious resources, is
extracted from the earth by huge corporate powers in
spite of great natural and political difficulties. A disaster in the form of a senseless, presumably impossible,
and seemingly preventable event is compounded by
failure of technological safeguard systems and unfilled
promises of appropriate remedial action. Released
into the environment, the precious resource changes
its nature and becomes a dangerous pollutant causing
widespread and dramatic devastation to wildlife and
wilderness, economic and health threats to human
inhabitants, and uncertainty about the long-term consequences. In spite of extensive public outcry and
political reverberations, the corporation (in this case,
Exxon), seemingly unscathed, continues to profit, passing on its costs to the consumers in the form of higher
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prices. Ultimately, an uneasiness pervades all sides of
the disaster, as we all endeavor to be hopeful without
any assurances or safeguards that such a thing will not
happen again or that the next pollutant will not carry
even more serious consequences.
The worst oil spill in United States history thus
provided a climax for a year in which the environment
was the focus of national attention more than at any
other time in almost two decades. The year began in
early 1988 with the worst inland oil spill in United
States history when an Ashland oil storage tank broke
and spilled its contents down the Monongahela and
Ohio Rivers. During the year, other oil spills affected,
among other places, Antarctica, Panama, the Olympic
Peninsula in Washington, and Hawaii.
But oil spills were not the only or even the
worst ecological news. The center of attention in this
environmental year was the Drought of 1988, the worst
since the Dust Bowl. "Greenhouse effect" and "the
ozone layer" became household words as the long hot
summer confronted the nation with the implications of
human-induced global climatic change. Drought-related fires burned through Yellowstone, the oldest and
dearest national park, raising more questions about
effective management of public resources. In January
of 1989 Time devoted its annual Man-of-the-Year issue
to Earth as Planet-of-the-Year and to consideration of
the environmental threats to the planet.

The present crisis also invited historical comparisons, since 1988 marked the 20th anniversary of
the Santa Barbara Oil Spill, when a well blow-out from
an offshore drilling platform spilled crude oil along
the beaches of affluent southern California. As in the
Prince William Sound disaster, strong opposition to the
original drilling operations had been countered by
industry assurances of safety. The slow and ineffectual
clean up efforts were downplayed by suspect press
releases and progress reports from oil industry
spokespersons. Angry reactions by citizens both locally
and nationally, directed at the Republican administration (President Nixon and Governor Reagan in 1969)
demanded both immediate intervention and stringent
long-term controls.

Reaction to the Santa Barbara spill and to
the way the spill was handled provided important
momentum for the environmental movement during
the early 1970's. Within a year after the Santa Barbara
spill, President Nixon signed the National
Environmental Policy Act requiring Environmental
Impact Statements for maJor federal projects. NEPA
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also required greater overall attention to environmental matters by the government, a yearly assessment of
national environmental quality, and unprecedented
public access to the federal administrative process.

Commemorating one environmental disaster
with an even worse one must disturb even the most
sanguine observer, for the juxtaposition of the two
events raises unavoidable questions. First, is the environment any better off twenty years after the Santa
Barbara Oil Spill? On the positive side, some progress
has been made in harnessing the untrammelled
exploitation which characterized the 1950's and 60's.
But the world is certainly no safer from oil spills.
Environmental degradation has slowed but not
stopped, and its continued decline grows more serious
as population pressure on the world's resources
increases. Pollution-related problems such as the
greenhouse effect or acid precipitation carry longerterm consequences more serious than we imagined
twenty years ago. As the stakes are raised and the safety cushion is decreased, simply slowing the rate of environmental damage may not be enough to ensure the
habitability of the earth.

Second, will the Alaskan Oil Spill serve the
same kind of pivotal role in the environmental movement as the Santa Barbara Spill? Alaska has long been
a major environmental battleground, particularly concerning the development of oil resources via the
Alaskan pipeline. At the moment, attention is focussed
on the future of the Alaskan oil industry as the chief
domestic source of the United States' oil. Reaction to
the oil spill has already inhibited expansion of oil
exploration into the Alaskan National Wildlife Refuge,
a positive result in the eyes of environmentalists and a
negative result in the eyes of many economic and political strategists. Will this disaster provide the impetus
for a new era of awareness for environmental issues?
Perhaps if we could better understand this event, we
could begin to work on a more thorough understanding of the entire problem of the relation between
human beings and the earth they inhabit and use.
Simply increasing the amount of opposition between
environmentalists and developers will not bring about
any lasting improvements.

Environmentalists' oppos1t1on may slow the
development of the wildlife refuge oil fields but probably will not stop it. As shown by the events of the two
energy crises in the middle and late 1970's, oil is
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arguably the most important resource for a highly
mechanized and urbanized society. At that time,
widespread recession crippled both the United States
and world economies; presidential mandates insisted
that America's dependence on foreign oil sources be
decreased by developing domestic supplies, most of
them in Alaska. But although we may have moved the
source, our dependence on oil and oil products is no
less great now than in 1970. Of the twenty largest corporations in the 1989 Fortune 500 list, nearly half are
oil companies and most of the rest depend on the use
of oil in the automobiles they manufacture or as a raw
material in the chemicals they produce. These large
corporations, a locus of great political and economic
power, embody our nation's tremendous demand for
oil.

Demand for Alaskan oil will not soon cease
nor be long denied. Accommodation of that demand
will continue as the focus of difficult choices.
Acquisition and use of that oil carries a threat of environmental damage whose reality is unquestioned, while
failure to use the oil carries the equally real threat of
economic damage. Ultimately, however, the central
confrontation in nearly all environmental problems
can be described in terms of two great global systems
pitted against each other-a global environmental system and a global economic system. Both are infinitely
complex and dynamic. Both are constantly changing
in response to external and internal forces as well as to
poorly understood feedback mechanisms. Both systems are, however, absolutely and inextricably intertwined with one another. And both, we must continue
to understand, are global, not simply national, in character.

Failure to understand the fundamental interrelationship between the environment and the economy
may be the greatest environmental problem we face.
Simplistic analyses-and we have seen many of these in
the aftermath of Prince William Sound-define a false
dichotomy between the economy and the environment,
implying that human beings acting in the economic
sphere are somehow separate from the world they live
in. People are an integral part of the environment and
have, since their earliest prehistoric appearance,
altered the environment in a variety of ways. Economic
activity is not the great evil in the world; we must try to
understand it as encompassing all the ways by which
humans try to survive by using resources in the environment.
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Of course, the effort to understand cannot
absorb all our attention, since choices do have to be
made between courses of action. Every economic
choice does carry an environmental cost, and our only
real option may be to assume these costs before the
action, and to force the development sector to become
more and more responsible about those costs. For
instance, when a projected oil field development
describes a positive picture of increased income for an
area as a result of job opportunities, housing needs,
services purchased, and so forth, more specific designation of the costs must be provided. If real figures
are given for the potential costs of protecting and
even replacing sources of clean water, animal habitat,
and breathable air, and those figures are added to the
calculations, the bottom line figures will be a more
accurate representation of the true costs of the project.

Environmental degradation is the inevitable
result of a system that relies so heavily on constant
economic expansion, for economic growth requires
the use of resources and ultimately incurs future costs
in terms of higher prices for those resources or their
substitutes, as well as the costs of cleaning up wastes
and pollution problems. When, however, human activity threatens the long-term habitability of the earth,

simply deciding when to pay the costs associated with
those actions will no longer be adequate.

It is also true that every environmental
choice carries an economic cost. Environmental protection is possible only through willingness to forego
some of the benefits of modern technology or pay a
higher price for those benefits. Noble (and necessary)
as such sacrifices may seem, any choice for stricter environmental controls will have economic consequences
that place an inequitable burden on people of lowincome groups in all countries. Poorer countries in
particular may find their efforts to improve the living
conditions for their people even more constrained by
global efforts at environmental protection. As the environmental stakes are rising, so too are the economic
stakes.

The Alaskan Oil Spill and the environmental
year that it culminates reminds us of the inevitability of
the choices facing us and of the consequences which
accompany those choices. Ignoring the choices grows
less and less possible. Making us aware of these hard
truths may be the only positive result of the spill.

ODD

THE NAMES FOR THINGS

We drive, with our murmurs, to work.
We park and lock, and our colleague,
We learn, has been killed by a skid
Through her windshield. It may have fallen
From a truck; it may have been struck
And sent airborne; we look up skid
In the dictionary and stare
At the killer on the lineup
Of its page: The names for things,
The identities we give them
As if there were a literature
Of wood. After the chaos of wrong turns,
What is there to do during the silence
Where our schooling lives? How do we read
While the hearsay of the morning darkens?

Gary Fincke
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Frederick A. Niedner, Jr

THE LAST WALTHER LEAGUE MEETING

A minute or two before noon on April16, 1989, in
a small meeting room of a Holiday Inn near the San
Francisco airport, the chairman of the Board of
Governors of the International Walther League
declared adjournment of a two-day meeting at which
board members determined to go out of business, as it
were, and turn all remaining Walther League assets
over to other organizations. One of the seven more-orless middle-aged board members suggested that we sing
the old Walther League song one last time, and so we
did.
Walther Leaguers, Walther Leaguers,
one and all are we,
Serving jesus Christ our Savior,
who has set us free ...
About that far into the song eyes had become teary
and throats filled with lumps which made singing difficult. We were at a funeral, and we knew it. The
Walther League, once a thriving and vital Lutheran
youth organization, had died just short of its 96th birthday. It was time for the League to die. It had gone
through an extended and in some ways difficult period
of old age, and most folks familiar with the Walther
League had already assumed it dead for a decade or
more.
No one spoke a formal eulogy at the Walther
League funeral. This essay is an attempt to offer one. I
invite you to remember the deceased along with me
and to think about her significance in your own life. As
is the case at any funeral, those present hold many different opinions of the dead. Those who knew them
only from a distance and never knew the family secrets
do not have the same mix of love and hate which is part
of grieving over the death of one's own flesh and blood.
Some who read this eulogy, therefore, will not be aided
in their grief, for their experience was quite unlike
mine. I ask their forgiveness.

Frederick Niedner teaches theology at Valparaiso University.
His last Cresset article, April, 1986, was entitled "0 Give
Thanks ... "
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This eulogy will also disappoint many former
Walther Leaguers, if for no other reason because so few
of its many, many important leaders are named. Names
are very important to old Leaguers, because the League
was for them a primary means of what is today called
"networking." Active Walther Leaguers established and
nurtured friendships among people from all over the
United States, and League leaders had great name
recognition amongst those in the vast web of the
League structure. But to begin naming names is as
dangerous as naming almost none in a piece such as
this. To avoid hurting by omission of some one or few,
I will name almost no one. Besides, Walther Leaguers
remember all the important names anyway. There is little need for them here.

*
Like so many people of my generation who
grew up in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, I
can't remember a time when I did not know about the
Walther League. While still a toddler in a high chair I
overheard my mother and my pastor father speak in
worried tones about the "Walther Leaguers" who
turned off their automobile headlights and played dangerous games of "chicken" on the irrigation ditch-banks
which ran between the sugar beet farms surrounding
Kinnear, Wyoming. When I was seven or eight, and we
had moved to Nebraska, Mom and Dad let me accompany them as they chaperoned a Walther League
Halloween hayride. The ride ended at a League member's family farm, where a hay barn had been converted
for the evening into a theater. My parents and the
Leaguers had a great time, but the feature film, the
fright classic R.odan, scared me and my younger sister
half to death. I don't know that I ever went to sleep
that night, for every time I closed my eyes I could see
again the awful, winged monster. Despite the fear,
however, I had learned something important that
night. First in the high chair, and now at the hay barn,
I had learned that a Walther Leaguer is what you
become when you grow up and become old enough to
be away from parents and are free to take risks of many
kinds. I could hardly wait.
I had heard adults talk about their confirma-
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tion as the occasion when they felt closer to God than
at any time before or after. I don't remember feeling
very close to God on the day of my confirmation. To
me, confirmation mostly meant I could now become a
Walther Leaguer, which I did along with the rest of my
confirmation class in May of 1959. I felt very proud
and grown up as we sat in one of the rows of folding
chairs as the vicar of our congregation read an opening devotion and then the local League officers inducted us as new members. At last, I was real. I was a member of an organization. For the first time in my life, I
was at the church past dark when Mom and Dad were
not.
As it turned out, my Walther League days were
limited to summer and holiday vacation periods. I left
home to attend high school at St. Paul's College in
Concordia, Missouri, one of the Missouri Synod's allmale, pre-ministerial preparatory schools, and students
of the prep school were not allowed to participate in
the local congregation's Walther League. We were
never given a rationale for that policy, but it surely had
something to do with preserving a gender balance in
the local League organization. Nevertheless, I have
many fond memories of pre-dawn Walther League
Christmas caroling at the homes of shut-ins, having
parts in church basement Walther League plays, and
serving sloppy joe's by the hundreds at the Cuming
County Fair so our Walther League group could raise
funds.
For me, and surely for many others who share
such experiences, the Walther League was the church.
We took risks and had lots of fun, but we were also
learning how to be the church. We studied the scriptures. We learned to serve. We gained a vision of what
needed doing in the world beyond our own little town.
We learned to worship even without adults present.
We were a community. We were church.
That is what the people who had founded the
Walther League hoped would happen. The League
was officially organized on May 23, 1893, at Trinity
Lutheran Church in Buffalo, New York, and in the following year took its name as tribute to C. F. W. Walther,
who half a century earlier had encouraged the
formation of a Young Men's Society in his congregation, Trinity Lutheran Church in St. Louis, Missouri,
and had encouraged other congregations of the
Missouri Synod to do likewise. That first Walther
League meeting in Buffalo brought together 16 delegates from 12 young people's societies in New York,
Wisconsin, Indiana, Texas, Michigan, and Connecticut.
All congregations represented were members of the
Synodical Conference, a federation of Lutheran synods
including the Missouri, Wisconsin, Norwegian, and
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Slovak synods. The constitution adopted at the Buffalo
assembly states:
The purpose of this association shall be to help young
people grow as Christians through WORSHIP-building a stronger faith in the Triune God; EDUCATION-discovering the will of God for their daily life;
SERVICE-responding to the needs of all men;
RECREATION-keeping the joy of Christ in all activities; FELLOWSHIP-fmding the power of belonging to
others in Christ.

An 1894 issue of the League's newsletter, Der Vereinsbote,
elaborated on the purposes of the League as follows:
1. To keep the societies from joining heterodox
groups.
2.To keep the young people with the true Lutheran
Church.
3. To maintain and encourage existing societies.
4. To found new societies.
5. To publish a youth magazine.
Those who know the rest of the story, and especially
those who lived through the paroxysms of the Walther
League's demise, can see in this secondary list that a
strong fear of the world's taint, which played so great a
part in the League's end, was present already at its
birth. In large part, the Walther League was an immigrant church's attempt to help its young become acculturated in the new world, but at ·the same time keep
them partly isolated from that world. For many years
the project succeeded.
During its first two decades, the Walther
League worked to involve young people in worship,
leadership training schools, camping, writing and publishing, service projects, and missionary work. The
League offered vocational guidance and sought to provide young people a circle of fellowship extending
beyond their home parishes. Much of the League's
early growth was due to the effort of F. A. (Pap) Klein,
who from 1910 to 1919 served as "field secretary." He
traveled around the U.S. helping to organize youth
societies in congregations and also published Der
Vereinsbote, which in 1918 became The Walther League
Messenger. During World War I the League raised
$25,000 to provide Christian reading materials for people in the armed forces, and beginning in 1919, the
League raised $225,000 in order to build a permanent
sanatorium for tuberculosis victims in Wheat Ridge,
Colorado. The latter project was completed in 1927,
and the Walther League assumed ownership and control of the sanatorium.
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The first full-time executive secretary of the
Walther League was Walter A. Maier, called to that
position in 1920. The League office, established in
Milwaukee in 1913, was moved to Chicago in 1922.
Also in 1922, the League received a grant of land in
Arcadia, Michigan, and in 1923 the first summer conference camp was conducted at Camp Arcadia. By
1923 the League numbered nearly 1,200 local societies, organized in districts and zones, each with officers and a variety of local and regional projects. In
1926, the Walther League began a School for
Correspondence, with P. E. Kretzmann as director.
This program distributed course materials by which
Walther Leaguers learned how to chair meetings,
organize projects, study the Bible, do missionary work,
and develop many other leadership skills. The
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod had established a
Board for Young People's Work in 1920, and although
some programs were jointly sponsored by this board,
the League remained an independent auxiliary organization active within the Synodical Conference.
Indeed, the primary purpose of the Board of Young
People's Work seems to have been to encourage congregational youth groups to affiliate with the Walther
League.
A major realignment of the Walther League
took place at its 1933 convention when delegates voted
to concentrate efforts and resources in the twin areas
of Christian knowledge and Christian service. 0. P.
Kretzmann became executive secretary in 1934, and
under his leadership the League's programs were
characterized by an emphasis on Bible study and family devotions on the one hand, and a wide variety of service projects on the other. 0. P. Kretzmann founded a
new League publication, The Cresset, in 1937 for the
purpose of extending Christian knowledge as "a review
of literature, the arts, and public affairs."
In 1940, the Walther League resolved to build
its own headquarters in Chicago, and on September
20, 1942, the Lutheran Youth Building was dedicated,
debt-free at a cost of $130,000. During World War II,
the League again distributed Christian reading materials among those in military service, and after the war,
much of the League's work was focused on helping
young military veterans re-enter their communities.
Funds were collected to aid war victims, and the work
of the Wheat Ridge Sanatorium was expanded significantly. In 1946, the Wheatridge Foundation was incorporated for the purpose of organizing a network of
social workers to aid Lutherans suffering from tuberculosis. A training center for Wheatridge Foundation
medical social workers was established at Cook County
Hospital in Chicago in 1948.
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The 1950s were as routinely calm for the
Walther League as for U.S. society in general. Nearly
all of the youth societies of the Missouri Synod's 5,000
congregations were affiliated with the League. Groups
in mission fields outside the U.S. also joined. "The
International Walther League" was then an apt name
for the League. Zone and district rallies and national
conventions were characterized by worship, fellowship,
and consideration of service projects. Groups of young
Leaguers known as "Caravaners" crisscrossed the country, meeting with local societies to help them organize
as well as to stir up interest in League programs.
Lutheran Service Volunteers were dispatched to serve
people in various needs and difficulties.
The turbulence which caught up the United
States in the 1960s found its way into the Missouri
Synod as well. The taint of the world touched the
Walther League. The young people had been acculturated in the new world, and the new world's young were
reacting in vigorous disillusionment against an establishment they perceived as responsible for assassinating
their heroes, stubbornly resisting the civil rights movement, and foolishly sending them off to kill and die in
VietNam.
In 1962, Walther League leadership determined that the Missouri Synod's Board of Young
People's Work should assume the direction of general
youth programs, freeing the League to become an
"issue-oriented, youth-led" ministry focusing specific
attention of programs such as the "Chain of Hunger
Program" which sought to raise the consciousness of
youth concerning the roots and extent of the problem
of starvation in the world. Other prominent issues
were racism, draft resistance, and the plight of migrant
workers.
Many within the Missouri Synod, and particularly the clergy, were troubled when they heard their
children sounding like the new world's children,
though at first no strong reactions sounded. The
famous (in Missouri Synod circles) Pete Seeger incident served as the symbolic event to bring matters to a
head. The Walther League invited Seeger, a Lutheran,
but an outspoken anti-war activist, to perform at the
National Walther League Convention in Squaw Valley,
California, in 1965. Because of Seeger's alleged association with "communists," his appearance at Squaw
Valley was highly controversial within Missouri circles.
The Board of Young People's Work stood by the decision to invite Seeger, however, and the Synod responded by censuring the Board. All former Walther League
staff members who had gone to work for the Board
between 1962 and 1965 were dismissed from their positions.
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The 1968 National Walther League
Convention met at Purdue University only a few weeks
after the storied Democratic National Convention in
Chicago. Once more the church heard its youth
sounding like the new world's youth. At Purdue, racial
quotas were established for boards and staffs, and
much of the rhetoric of the event concerned the war
and draft resistance. The convention also passed a resolution favoring altar and pulpit fellowship between
the Missouri Synod and the American Lutheran
Church, thereby taking sides in a highly controversial
issue of the day. Also at Purdue, the Wheatridge
Foundation was given autonomy.
Because of the Walther League's new issue-oriented program and the controversies surrounding it,
some in leadership positions of the Missouri Synod
began to speak out against the League, and the League
carne to be viewed by many as having been taken over
by radicals. Local societies began to withdraw financial
support, and many officially or unofficially dissociated
from the League. The 1971 Missouri Synod convention went on record as supporting the Walther
League's concerns for issues such as hunger and
racism, but declared that "The Walther League is no
longer the type of auxiliary organization that is commonly assumed in the traditional sense by the membership of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod."
Another resolution states, "We express dissatisfaction
with the approach taken in the newspaper, Bridge [a
successor to the Messenger]. In its efforts to call attention to the issues of the day as youth see them, Bridge
evidences an attitude of smugness an d self-righteousness that is inconsistent with the Christian spirit and
with the Walther League's own call for honesty."
The official end of the League's relationship
with the Missouri Synod carne with a bill of divorce
served in the form of a resolution passed at the Synod's
Dallas convention in 1977:

Resolved, That the Synod no longer recognize the
Walther League as an auxiliary organization of the
Synod; and be it further
Resolved, That all references to the Walther League in
the synodical Handbook be deleted.

The same convention failed to pass a resolution titled,
"To Reestablish the 'Old Walther League.'"
The Walther League, at the direction of its
leaders, had stayed at the church basement after dark
and without parents, and they had taken risks. They
were trying to be church as best they knew how in an
era of turmoil and uncertainty. When they carne horne
from the meeting, the parents did not recognize them
as their children. The had become tainted.
Despite the loss of funding from member societies, the Walther League was not without resources.
As part of the 1968 agreement with the Wheatridge
Foundation, the Foundation supported Walther
League programs with modest funding until 1973.
Then, facing the loss of its only significant source of
new funds, the Walther League was forced to restructure itself dramatically. The Walther League Council
transferred governance of the League to a 17-rnernber
Board of Governors in January of 1973, and that board
first met in March of 1974.
From 1974-1977 the League's energies and
resources were spent in organizational evaluation, publishing the newspaper Bridge, supporting work among
Hispanic youth of high school age, and conducting
weekend retreats designed to sensitize young people to
a variety of social issues. In March of 1977, the last
executive director of the Walther League, Dan Stolle,
resigned and the Chicago office was closed.

In 1968 the Walther League embarked on a new
direction as a youth-led, issue-orien ted movement of
youth. During the past nine years the Walther League
has attempted to carry out its historical role to initiate
new programs within the youth ministry of the Synod.
However, the parishes of the Synod did not fully accept
new directions and the Walther League declined in
membership and support. Since the league is serving
only a few members fo the Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod, the Board of Youth Ministry is recommending
the following:
WHEREAS, the Walther League is n o longer serving
a significant number of the Synod's youth members;
therefore be it
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By 1979 the size of the Walther League Board of
Lutheran young people. The remaining three-fourths
Governors had been trimmed to seven members .
of the Walther League's assets have gone to the Wheat
Since that time, the self-selecting board whose memRidge Foundation. Thus, the parent will live on
bers served three-year terms had met annually in order
through the work of her daughter. Wheat Ridge hopes
to decide on the use of the modest income generated
to increase the funds received from the Walther
by its remaining endowment. In the current decade,
League and with the interest generated by those
the League supported a variety of programs in areas of
monies support programs which will focus primarily on
the its historic concerns. Most programs had to do
people 18-30 years old, address issues of Christian vocawith helping youth toward a sense of Christian vocation, and relate Christian faith to issues of justice and
tion.
society.
The difficulties, most of them logistic, facing a
The church's youth are in the new world.
widely scattered board which sought to use wisely a relThey are acculturated. In the end, the immigrant
atively small amount of money finally pushed the most
church could not keep her children isolated. But now
recent Board of Governors toward the decision to let
that the church's children are in many ways indistinthe Walther League die. But those of us on _,.._.. . . . ._...,_ guishable from the world's children, somethat last board are convinced that we
one must support in the church's
found a death which will, in a way,
youth a sense of servanthood for
lead to a birth and new life.
the sake of the creation and
One-fourth of the Walther
God's people- all five or so
League's assets were turned
billion of them.
The
over to the Lutheran
Lutheran Volunteer Corps
Volunteer Corps, which
and Wheat Ridge, grownoperates
out
of
up daughter of the
Washington,
D.C.,
Walther League, are
offices. Thereby the
poised and equipped
League hopes to live on
to play that role.
as a helpful shaper of
The spirit of
Christian vocational
the Walther League
consciousness among
lives on.
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Down Memory Lines
Richard Lee

The fall semester begins
and the race is on to see whether I
can fully remember what I teach and
who I teach, all my subject matters
and all my students' names. I lose
this race a little more ignominiously
each passing year. At the onset of a
certain riper age, often inaugurated
with toasts of high blood pressure
medicine, some teachers must
choose between remembering all
they should teach their students and
remembering each student by name.
More memory lines go down each
day, and the remaining lines
become seriously overloaded.
So far my choice, or fate, is
to remember my subject matters and
my students' names just about equally badly. I find each semester I forget a little of each rather evenhandedly and neither is ever wholly in
oblivion.
Other teachers make other
choices. When Louis Agassiz, the
famous Harvard ichthyologist,
observed that each time he remembered the name of a student he forgot the name of a fish, he resolutely
forgot all his students' names in
order to teach them more about
fish. We are told that Agassiz' stu-

Richard Lee, a regular Cresset contributor, teaches in Christ College,
Valparaiso University, where his special interests are theater and religion.
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dents felt hon ore d to be fo rgotten
for the sake of the fish, but I fondly
hope I never quite come to whatever
will be my equivalent of teaching the
names of firm, well-remembered
fish to namel ess, glassy-eyed students.
A certain amount of absentmindedness is, of course, a distinguishing mark of the profession,
and professors are sometimes
excused for their forgetfulness
because others presume we are
thinking deeply. Perhaps. I remember it being said of several of my
teachers that they had already forgotten more than I could ever learn.
Possibly. But I think I also remember being und erawed in their presence, particularly since some of

them were still reading the lectures
they had written long ago when,
presumably, they still knew all they
had ever known. I am grateful to
those deadly teachers, however, for
the early warning they gave me that
a college education is one of the
more ephemeral purchases a person makes if he thinks it is simply
stuffing his memory with what his
teachers remember.
If teaching does not mean
that any student should end up having in her memory everything I
have in my memory, it does, however, mean we should have common
memories of a few things truly
memorable. This means the best
teachers are still books, and the
good teacher only serves up cock-

tails before the library door. This,
of course, means the teacher must
remember enough of both his student and his subject matter to cornmend the student to the library
exactly when and where dinner is
served. The struggle in seminar discussions is to remember long
enough what each student is trying
to say and think and what I might
helpfully say about the subject matter to each of them, then or perhaps
later on a paper. Perhaps I can
remember enough of what some students need to have me remember of
what they're thinking. But can I
remember what all of them need to
have me remember of what they're
thinking? Goodbye, Mr. Chips.
Some of the usual rnnernon-

ic devices still work, and some students' names remain memorable
despite my deepest attacks of amnesia. Like most teachers I remember
the names of students at the
extremes-the exhilarating and the
exasperating-and I can usually
remember the student who reminds
me of a certain character in literature. In my classes I have seen Augie
March, Nora, Holden C'..aulfield, Iago,
Billy Budd, Isabella, Ivan Karamazov,
Blanche and Stella, even Bilbo
Baggins and many more, and usually
I can translate the fictional characters back to the student's real name.
These and other mnemonic
devices, however, are rear-guard
actions, and middle-aged memory
means that names increasingly

escape you even as persons remain
vividly remembered. Now I know
why my father called so many things
"watcharnacallits" and "thingamabobs" in his later years, and my
mother called any of her sons by
any of her three sons' names she
could remember at the moment.
Like Professor Agassiz, in their own
way they were saving their memory
for bigger fish.
There was a heavy, Cressetsized topic lurking under these
ruminations upon my fading memory, but now I have only the fuzziest
grasp of it. I know deep thinkers
closely connect the soul with the
memory, and my slipping memory
is doubtlessly afflicting my soul. My
comfort is that I suspect the soul
strikes back when the memory wanders off, and the soul can put up a
pretty good defense of itself by pitting memory against memory.
What seems to happen in
our sere and graying years is that we
do more forgetting in order to do
more remembering, and that
sometimes means preserving older
memories at the expense of newer
ones. (A cynic might claim that the
longer we live all the memories we
have are probably better than any
we are likely to gain, and we tune
out the present and the future altogether.) My hunch is that at some
point the soul accumulates enough
memory for the creation of a rich,
whole self, and more promiscuous
memory would blur that self, leaving it unfocussed, really unknown.
It is, of course, too bad
when a student is taught by a teacher who cannot always remember her
name. It is probably worse being
taught by a teacher whose soul does
not know itself.

aaa
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The Stigma of Beauty
James Combs

I once knew a woman who
looked like Barbie, and she resented
it very much. My friend was young
and beautiful, tall, blond, and athletIc. When she walked on the beach
or into a restaurant, men turned to
stare at her. They wondered, no
doubt, what someone so spectacular
was doing hanging around a bum
like me. At first glance, it was easy
enough to reduce her to the status
of "sexual object," something to be
observed and desired. But once I
knew her as a person, the familiar
male logic that dictates that someone so nice looking must possess
some mental or moral deficiency
proved inadequate. Much to my
sexist surprise, she was smart, complicated, and mercurial; given to
shifting moods, dark self-doubts,
and tears of despair; driven by complex ambitions, passions, and a
capacity for work; moved by good
judgement tempered with a deeplyfelt generosity of spirit. I found to
my astonishment that she was much
more interesting as a person than as
a thing.
There is, it is true, a tough
test that I, and many other males,
might well fail: would my interest in
her as a person have remained if she
had been old and unattractive, fat
and ungainly? Disentangling
anatomical and personal interest
isn't always easy in gender relations,
as I discovered in thinking about
my friend's problems with selfimage. She could not help being
young and beautiful, but to my
amazement, she did not view these
conditions as an unalloyed blessing.
She wanted to be taken seriously as
an intelligent adult, as something

Jim Combs contributes regularly to
The Cresset, where his column will
now cover several forms of popular
culture.
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more than an extremely pleasant
appearance. She had come to
understand, quite correctly, that
beauty can be a curse, since it can
relegate you to a state of less-thanadult, or even other-than-personhood. What she had-remarkably
good looks-was such a rare and temporary condition that I was sad she
could not wholly enjoy her good fortune while it lasted. But even youth
and beauty carry a price.
I came to understand this in
part when I puzzled over her resentment at being compared to Barbie.
The most popular doll in history,
now celebrating the thirtieth year of
her inception and marketing by
Mattei Toys, Barbie is regarded by
students of popular culture as a
major popular icon, and with good
reason. Over 500 million have been
sold since 1959, about 98% of the
market for the so-called "fashion
doll." Barbie accounted for $450
million in sales in 1988 alone, making her the second best-selling toy in
the country, behind only Nintendo
video games (in a toy and game market reaching $14 billion in sales
annually.) By one estimate, Barbie
has been the plaything of over 90%
of American girls in the past two
decades.
But now she is an international figure; there are Barbie dolls
of every race and many nationalities.
She has acquired an entourage,
including her eternal fraternity-leader-tennis-bum-boyfriend-suitor, Ken,
his vacant smile and chiseled chin
worthy of a TV anchorman or vice
president. Barbie has AfricanAmerican and Oriental friends, a little sister (Skipper), a teenage cousin
(Jazzie), but no parents or older relatives. She has accumulated a
wardrobe that would make Imelda
Marcos envious (250 million outfits
and 1.2 million pairs of shoes to
date.) Always fashionable, wearing
the trendsetting clothes of about 70
designers, including Bill Blass and
Christian Dior, she needs new
clothes because she is constantly

involved in new activities. She has
been a cheerleader, nurse, astronaut, doctor, rock star, ballerina,
and now even an executive, with
pink power outfit and briefcase.
Since she also spends a lot
of time at play, she needs not only
leisure clothes but also swimming
pools, beaches, vans, horses, airplanes and cars. For her recent
"pink jubilee," Barbie was accorded
a black-tie celebration at Lincoln
Center worthy of Princess Diana or
Christie Brinkley. Today Barbie is
thoroughly Eighties, playing with
nostalgic innocence by hanging
around "The Soda Shoppe" of
Fifties lore by day, but making the
urban nightspot scene in the
evening as "SuperStar Barbie," driving Ken around in a Ferrari.
Although Barbie does have an elaborate bridal outfit and wedding
party, she has never married, nor is
her life burdened with domestic
chores; certainly she has no children. Kids who play with Barbie do
not mother her, as they would, say, a
Raggedy Ann, Chatty Cathy, or
those poor Cabbage Patch Dolls;
rather they seem to identify with
her, often "becoming" Barbie in
their miniature play-fantasy world.
If the veneration of Barbie
were confined to one specific
group, outsiders might point with
alarm to an idolatry of cultic proportions. There is a Barbie Fan
Club, there are Barbie conventions
where collectors trade Barbie memorabilia (an original 1959 Barbie
sells for as much as $2000), a Barbie
in the Bicentennial time capsule to
be opened in 2076, a biography by
artist Billyboy, who tours a Barbie
collection, and inevitably, a Barbie
Hall of Fame with an estimated
10,000 dolls and accessories and
counting (a Barbie is sold somewhere in the world every two seconds, according to the manufacturer.) There is a Barbie magazine,
"The Magazine for Girls," to which
youthful admirers write letters:
"When I go to the mall, I bring my
The Cresset

Barbie magazine with me so I can
pick out the most awesome clothes,"
and "I want to be a model, and
Barbie magazine is teaching me a lot
about clothes," and, more darkly, "I
depend on your magazine. It even
gets me going in the morning!"
The most amazing trend in
Barbiedom is the tendency of such
kids to have many Barbies, a different doll for the multiplicity of work
and play roles available; one Barbie
is not enough. Interviewed in the
Chicago Tribune Sunday magazine
of May 7, 1989, Evelyn Burkhalter,
curator of the Barbie Hall of Fame,
acknowledged the oddness of this
phenomenon. "It's the way she's
marketed now. It's the way the
world is now. There's no stability.
No feeling that one thing can
encompass many things."
My friend who resented the
comparison with Barbie had in mind
that the doll represented gender
constriction and diminution. A
"Barbie" for her meant someone
who was confined to Ibsen's doll's
house, treated as a child ("baby") or
a pet ("chick"). Barbies are expected to be cute, to shop till they drop
with no responsible attitude about
money, to drive badly, to engage in
gossipy "girl talk" with friends, to
restrict their Machiavellian instincts
to crying and pouting to get their
way in petty matters. Further, a
Barbie is not only a frivolous child,
she is also a love-child, admired not
only for her fashionable appearance
but also her sexual allure and availability. Barbies become Playmates of
the Month; Playboy has always been
aware of the appeal of tall, willowy
blondes, and Hefner often has said
that all he did was find the mythical
girl next door and take her clothes
off. Feminist writers have underscored my friend's misgivings; for
them, Barbie represents the gender
split that says men act and women
appear, men engage in serious business and women dabble in frivolities.
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We should not imagine that
all criticism of the doll comes from
the left. Certainly there are conservative Christian critics of Barbie; for
some of them she represents a role
model of an untraditional independence and liberation. The one-time
slogan, "We Girls Can Do Anything"
does not send a message of submission. Not only does Barbie suggest to
children a dangerous sensuality and
hedonism, she also rejects domestic
and maternal roles. In either case,
Barbie cannot be accused of androgyny, although just what conception of
femininity she conveys is unclear.
Perhaps she represents our cultural
confusion over what should constitute "true womanhood" and how that
status relates to the more general category of personhood.
We must take popular toys
seriously because we have evidence
that they are not mere diversions;
toys have effects on subsequent
behaviors. Those parents and psychologists who worry over the extent
to which violent television shows
affect a child's propensity for violence also fret over war toys. If play
with war toys romanticizes war and
makes us more violence-prone, then
we may be in for a lot of trouble; a
walk through the toy section reveals a
cornucopia of play-violence, a choice
of war games, hi-tech war toys
(among them G.l. Joe's fast-attack
laser tank), interactive war videos (
Mattei's Captain Power and Soldiers
of the Future}, and arsenals of toy
weapons (more Uzis, M-16s and AK4 7s than a Columbian drug dealer's
headquarters.) It is true that kids
have always played war, but war toys
surely make war play more attractive,
exciting, and painless, perpetuating
the myth of warfare as an exhilarating and heroic game, in which victory is not only just but conclusive.
Though there are alternative "peace"
and "cooperation" games, in our culture at least they never seem to enjoy
much market success, and market
success is the sole criterion for decid-

ing which toys children will have
access to. The president of the Toy
Manufacturers of America puts it
this way, "the marketplace speaks
for itself."
In Barbie's case, the marketplace does indeed speak for
itself, but what does it say? Are
there detrimental consequences for
placing such a high value on
Barbie's looks and Barbie's activities? Barbie is a cultural icon who is
not only impossibly beautiful, she is
also dreadfully thin. Party as she
will, she never gains an ounce.
Along with Playboy Playmates, Miss
Americas, high fashion models, society queens (whom Tom Wolfe in his
Bonfire of the Vanities calls "social
X-rays") Barbie is a paragon of feminine svelte. Though growing girls
cannot alter their genes so as to be
naturally "beautiful," they can, with
effort, become thin. With what
result? A study in the medical journal Pediatrics in 1989 found that
"elementary school children have
been shown to perceive obesity as
being worse than being handicapped or disabled ... Fear of obesity and inappropriate eating behaviors are pervasive among adolescent
girls regardless of body weight or
nutrition knowledge ... [the fear]
appears to be deeply ingrained in
our society as a result of the cultural
preoccupation with obesity and the
value placed on being slim . .
.Television, magazines and even the
classroom promote the goal of thinness with regard to both beauty and
health." Polls of teenagers frequently disclose that their greatest
fear is "getting fat."
The model of thinness is
complicated by concurrent messages from the mass media to
indulge yourself on food. Those
who study eating disorders among
young women stress that the artificially-stimulated desire for food, in
connection with the Barbie ideal,
make a disastrous combination. Is
it any wonder we see more and
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more fad diets, bad nutrition, hinging and purging, and anorexia nervosa, as very young and vulnerable
people struggle to manage these
conflicting desires and fears? And a
massive industry exists to cater to
these common fears, from diet
foods, "systems," programs and
groups all the way to surgical "body
shaping." Like other goddesses,
Barbie smiles down in amusement at
our pathetic attempts to resemble
the perfection we worship.
I suspect that Barbie is as
much a male as a female ideal, and
that attempts to remain thin as a
substitute for youth and beauty originate in anxieties about how each of
us is seen by the opposite sex. But
women are quite right to complain
that their gender in particular inherits expectations about appearance
that are impossible to begin with,
and which remain strong despite the
natural processes of aging-watch,
for example, the Oil of Olay commercials that promise middle-aged
women a victory over facial lines.
There is really something of a double bind here; my aforementioned
friend had experienced the relatively rare problem of the stigma of

beauty, that being young and beautiful defined you as something less
than you were. But for many more
women (or at least those who take
seriously the cultural norms we have
mentioned) to be non-beautiful is
also a liability. So there is something
wrong with both conditions, being
young or old, beautiful or not. What
is clearly needed is for us as a culture
to develop deeper and more enduring images of what constitutes
human beauty, and to eliminate the
stigmas attached to the relatively
homely and the aging. Even playing
with multiple Barbies doesn't solve
the problem of coping with physical
change and human development
over time. Wanting to grow up and
live like Barbie is one thing; can we
get kids to imagine what they want
beyond Barbie? There is, after all,
nothing more pathetic than to see
fifty-year-olds of either gender trying
to act as if there were twenty again.
Ken at fifty?
In her book, Goddesses in
Everywoman, Jean Shinoda Bolen has
suggested that classical archetypes
like Athena, Demeter, and Aphrodite
might serve as guides and models for
development beyond the Barbian

myths of youthful Eros and
Narcissus. If dolls like Barbie can
be considered cultural archetypes,
then it would be helpful if children
learned from doll-play about life
beyond malls, parties and hot cars.
Barbie exemplifies the danger that
women's lives will be stuck on a narrow and time-bound dimension
without wanting to go beyond, cope
with, and enjoy mature life after the
charmed moment of youthful
vibrancy, or, in rare cases, beauty.
Barbie teaches children nothing of
the joys of motherhood and domestic nurture (Demeter), little of the
price of achievement in school and
at work (Artemis), and naught of
matriarchal rule (Athena). Barbie is
a goddess of the aristocracy of beauty that so dominates media culture;
I would prefer to see more democratic goddesses of the widening
range of female roles and options
women may now play over the
course of their lives. A democratic,
and truly popular, culture will cultivate the idea of goddesses in every
woman, not just in the extraordinarily beautiful few.
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Corrections

Invitations

The Cresset regrets the following errors in both the article
and poem by Jill Baumgaertner in the May issue.

Though we are not happy to have to correct errors,
The Cresset invites comments from readers.
Occasionally we will print these, or excerpts from
them, where they have general interest and relevance.

1. p. 20, first column, seventh line from the bottom, "we"
should be "he."
2. p. 20, third column, beginning of second full paragraph, "theological liberal friends" should be "theologically
liberal friends."
3. p. 21, first column, last line, "had" should be "has."
4. p . 21, third column, end of first paragraph should have
quotation marks ..
5, p. 24, line 9 of the poem, "find" should be "fme."
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New Cheers for
Democracy
Reno Juneja
Scene: a dinner gathering at the
house of two academics living in
Valparaiso, Indiana. Central characters: three Taiwanese students from
the Chicago Theological Seminary.
Action: a passionate discussion on
the nature and value of democracy;
the students talk about their political aspirations for Taiwan and the
risks they run in pursuing these aspirations. Reaction: the China expert,
also at the gathering, is surprised at
the unprecedented frankness of
these students when talking about
politics. The American hosts find
themselves surprised into rethinking
issues and positions so easily accepted as self evident and clear.
Americans all over the
nation are being similarly challenged by a series of international
events. Gorbachev heralds Soviet
reforms through perestroiR.a and glasnost. Students demonstrate in South
Korea against an authoritarian
regime. Poland holds reasonably
democratic
elections
where
Solidarity, no longer banned or
repressed, defeats the Communist
Party in all the seats it is allowed to
contest. The Communist Party of
Hungary apologizes for its hand in
the murder of Imre Nagy who is
reinstated as a national hero, thus
vindicating the freedom movement
of 1956. After General Zia's fortuitous death, Pakistan holds elections,
Renujuneja teaches in the English
Department at Valparaiso University. She
writes on national affairs from an international perspective.
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and this Islamic nation, so ravaged
by military dictatorships and rising
fundamentalism, is rescued for
democracy by the Harvard- educated Benazir Bhutto.
Another
Corazon Aquino here, charming
both houses of the American
Congress by her plea of support for
this fledgling democracy, as her
hosts remember, we hope, their
complicity in keeping the Marcos'
and Zias in power. And most surprising of all, the heroic stand of thousands in Tiananman Square in
Beijing, once again for democracy,
convincing onlookers around the
world that despite the terrible
repression of the moment, the political configurations in China are also
beginning to change. Our press
busily reports the events, even
engaging in analytical commentary,
although often of a simplistic sort.
Our leaders of all persuasions have
resorted to self-congratulations.
And we too are called upon to
respond.
How are we to account for
these changes? What are we to
make of them? How should we
react to them? Perhaps this column
should be written by an expert. I
must confess to my lack of any special expertise although that may be
the very source of interest for my
equally lay readers. Perhaps this column should be written by a different
breed of American, but my difference too may be a source of interest.
First let's begin with the growing disillusionment within the communist
world with some fundamental
aspects of communism. Growing up
as I did in democratic India, under
the literal shadow of two communist
giants, my attitude to communism
was at best conflicted. As in the
United States, my middle class ethos
nurtured an emphatic anti-communism. Yet despite our very real fears,
communism did not ever become
the the bogey it did for Americans.
There are many reasons for this.
Fully aware that capitalism was the

driving force behind British imperialism, we could not share the
American enthusiasm for it. As we
sought to evolve our own democratic socialism, we recognized some
affinities with communism. The few
instances of legitimate communist
governments in India at the state
level, duly elected by popular vote,
have confirmed the belief that some
forms of communist ideology can,
within limitations, function within a
democratic framework.
By and large, Americans
remain unaware of the problems
faced by new nations in embracing
the special mixture of democracy
and capitalism exported by the
industrial West. It is true that historically all liberal democracies have
been linked to free market
economies. But democracy arrives
in the west after the Industrial
Revolution. In contrast, most new
nations started with scarce private
or public capital. Inviting foreign
capital to facilitate rapid industrial
growth meant foreign control. So
most opted for centralized planning
where the government makes large
scale investments and attempts to
control consumption as well so as to
divert resources into capital investment.
Even in a controlled economy, democracy involves expensive
compromises ill afforded by a poor
country. For instance, oil was discovered in India in the northeastern state of Assam. Assam lacked
the industrial infrastructure to be a
feasible choice for the refinery, but
the people of Assam demanded that
the refinery be set up locally.
Hence the appeal of authoritarian
governments which could pursue
economic plans without compromise. Hence the appeal of charismatic leaders who alone, so the people may believe, can rally a newlyconstructed, fragile nation ready to
come apart through ethnic and
regional rivalries. Hence also a less
sensitive and more pragmatic atti-
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tude to the freedom of the press.
For instance, in the recent incident
of the Indian government's banning
of Salman Rushdie's The Satanic
Verses, Kushvant Singh, an outspoken, dissident journalist, expressed
support for the government's decision because in a nation with
endemic communal violence, he
felt, the government had an obligation to control material which could
incite such passions and tear apart
the national fabric. Then again,
colonial powers, whatever their government at home, left these nations
with large centralized bureaucracies,
hardly suitable vehicles for democratic government which relies on
curtailing power. The large scale
movements which won independence for these nations demanded a
dominant single party or mass movement, and this single party domination has continued after independence, frequently sustained by deliberate restriction of political competition, making the two party system of
America difficult to achieve.
I have tried to suggest why
American style democracy has not
always been feasible or attractive in
other parts of the world. And attitudes to communism have been
linked to difficulties associated with
capitalistic democracy. Until the
complete disenchantment which followed the brutalities of Stalin and
Mao's cultural revolution, when it
became clear that the new class in
power only wanted to perpetuate
this power, many of us even when
deeply committed to our forms of
democracy could find reason to
commend the successes, for
instance, of communist China. This
approval had little to do with flirtations with Marxist ideology common
among some western intellectuals
and much to do with a desire to
emulate what China had achieved so
quickly: freedom from starvation.
I remember reading an
account by a British journalist,
Richard Hughes, of his return to
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Shanghai after the first year of Mao's
China:
I knew Shanghai when it was the
gayest city in the Far East. .. gay, that is, if
you were a foreigner or a Chinese millionaire. But there were corpses in the
street every night, 20,000 died a year
from hunger, cold, and exposure. And
there were swarms of beggars. And the
childish streetwalkers, and the sweating
rickshaw coolies with a professional life
expectancy of eight years .... Now no
one goes hungry in Shanghai. Who can
strike the balance between freedom from
starvation for the majority against freedom of thought for the minority?
Or to ask the question differently,
does democracy require freedom
from starvation? Or to ask different
questions now of present day China:
Once the hunger for bread has been
satisfied will not the people begin to
hunger for freedom?
A combination of many factors has thrust these countries on the
road to democracy.
In East
European countries where communism was never a grassroots movement but a consequence of conquest,
desire for democracy is also a desire
for political independence, an aspect
of resurgent nationalism. The spiritual dimensions of this quest for
democracy are buttressed by urgent
economic dimensions. Economic
stagnation in the Soviet Union,
China, and Poland has led to the
need for economic reforms which
have opened the doors to democracy.
At the initial stages, transformation
of a backward economy may be
effected more quickly by centralized
controls but continual growth
requires the competitiveness of a
market economy. In the long run,
government for the people is more
inefficient than government by the
people. The communist world has
discovered that pursuit of profit and
self-interest provide a necessary edge
to economic growth. People do need
economic incentives to work harder.
Now the communist world is
also discovering that economic

change is linked to political change,
that a freer market needs a freer
society--truths that western
economists have asserted for many
years. It is difficult to combine
authoritarian policy with a market
economy. As even states with booming economies like South Korea and
Taiwan have now discovered, capitalist economic success undermines
authoritarian regimes. The student
rebellion in China, we are told, was
sustained by fax machines, VCR
tapes, and international telephone
calls. The new technology necessary for economic growth brings
down the iron curtain.
So here we are, America.
Our economic and political choices
stand vindicated. Communism is
collapsing from within, and our erstwhile enemies seek in their heart of
hearts to become just like us. But
do they really? And will they really
in any forseeable future? When the
students in China ask for democracy
are their needs and desires identical
to ours? They are, we can assume,
looking for participatory government where the leaders are in some
measure responsible to the electorate. They want to replace the
autocratic gerontocracy of China
with reform minded, moderate
leaders who will rule by consent.
They want freedom of association
and freedom of expression. Above
all, they wish to eradicate the corruption and nepotism of the old
guard. But clearly as well they seek
reform of the present system rather
than its complete overthrow.
Whenever they achieve this, their
version of democracy is going to be
rather different from ours.
It is not likely that the
democracies evolving from the communist world or from among the
new nations will ever desire or
achieve fully capitalistic economies.
The Soviet Union, China, Poland,
even Hungary are likely to remain
committed to socialism to a degree
that we may find disquieting. They
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may, for instance, achieve a measure
of democracy in management of
industries and provide economic
incentives for profit, but large scale
modern industry is not ever likely to
be completely privately owned.
The social and political culture of other nations is different.
These differences are clear even
when we compare ourselves to
nations we perceive to be most like
us. In Britain, where political parties draw much more clearly on loyalties of class and economic status,
party program has greater mandate
and party discipline greater value.
In contrast, in our local elections,
many of us do not vote the straight
party ticket and exercise individual
choice for each position. Our system nurtures a high degree of individualism. In America, we prefer to
stand alone, each of us going
his/her own way or at least having
the choice to do so or the illusion of
such a choice. In traditional cultures, where patterns of life, marriage, and occupations are seldom
controlled by individual choice, people view themselves less as individuals and more as members of communities. Their notions of a good life
are often more firmly bound to
notions of community. They have a
far greater tolerance for exercise of
what they regard as legitimate
authority of status and position.
In his book, You Cotta Have
Wa, Robert Whiting uses Japanese
baseball to explore differences in
cultural psyche that transform business and politics in Japan. Wa is harmony, a survival mechanism necessary in an overpopulated nation
allowing little private space to its
people.
Here expressions of
extreme individuality can become
intolerable. In this culture, competition necessary for democratic capitalism is competition between teams
not individuals. Within teams, teamwork and "voluntary" subjection to
the authority of the leader override
individual desires. "Voluntary" pracSeptember, 1989

tice starts in the chilling cold of mid
January, and those not "volunteering" will not make the team however
exceptional their ability. Whiting
describes the case of Randy Bass, an
American with extraordinary success
on the field. But Bass "deserted" the
team on "compassionate leave"
choosing to be in San Francisco for
his 8 year-old son's brain surgery. He
was dumped. "No Japanese player"
writes Whiting, "would ever have left
his team for such a reason. In the
corporate nation that is Japan, the
company comes first, even before a
family crisis."
Such an action will strike us
as cruel and unjust. But our political/ corporate system produces its
own cruelties and injustices. Our
version of industrial capitalism has
generated great wealth but also great
values. Equality of opportunity is
merely a mirage for those who live in
our inner city urban jungle. Poor citizens may easily be disenfranchised
in terms of their lack of influence on
policy. When giant corporations
pressure the government to meet
their demands, even publicly
expressed desires of a substantial
group of citizens may be undermined. The greatest indictment of
our system must be its inability to
provide a decent standard of living
for all so that amidst all our wealth,
so many cannot fmd shelter, food, or
health care.
Despite the shift in this
country's ideological mood, most of
us do not believe that all who are
hungry and homeless are fully
responsible for their lack. Reasons
for such failure are structural to the
system rather than merely personal.
Democratic capitalism does indeed
provide the greatest freedom, the
best use of resources (in so far as
competition spurs efficiency), best
opportunities for exercise of individual talents and perhaps even the best
correlation between effort and
reward . But it is also a system
plagued by significant unemploy-

ment and residual poverty. As the
economist Paul Samuelson has
asked, "Why permit hunger in an
affluent society?"
When we vote for a government we expect benefits. I see a
chronic tension in the American
psyche between what the government should do and what it
shouldn't. We decry big government and getting the government
off our backs became the rallying
cry of the Reagan era. Yet when
unfettered capitalism affects our
well-being we are equally angry at
the government for its failure to
protect us. Oil spills in Alaska, acid
rain in the northeast, toxic waste in
our backyards, unsafe products in
our homes-all these call for governmental regulations which can
hamper the productivity of a competitive free market. Similar tensions exist in our response to welfare programs whose failure to
achieve objectives or whose wasteful
inefficiency are often subject to criticism. Nevertheless, we are likely to
concur that it is, in some measure,
the government's responsibility to
assist the needy. That our own conception of a democratic state is still
tentative in some areas and evolving
in others is perhaps a sign of health
of the organism. But it should also
temper our judgment of the failure
and contradictions in systems other
than ours. The evolution of democracy-or democracies one should
say since there is more than one version-is uncertain and contradictory. People who vote in new democratic governments may find that
these governments, despite wellintentioned promises, are forced to
correct past profligacy through economic squeezes thereby disappointing people who had expected a better life. It will be up to us then, ii
we cherish democracy, to ease transitions for other nations. As it is up
to us to meet the challenge ~f
democracy within our own nation.
QQQ
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LOOKING FOR
AMERICA
Edward Byrne
So we bought a pack of cigarettes,
And Mrs. Wagner's pies,
And walked off
To look for America.

-lyrics from Simon and
Garfunkel's "America" (1968)
A man went looking for America and
couldn't find it anywhere.

-<>riginal advertisement slogan
for Easy Rider (1969)

Since
its
inception,
American cinema has so fashioned
the principal images reflecting the
conditions of the world in which its
audience members find themselves
that one cannot discount the importance of the influence Hollywood's
films have exerted on the political,
cultural, and social directions of the
country. As the main media form
among the many ways in which
Americans have defined and
expressed themselves throughout
the century (accepting for the present discussion all the persuasive evidence that the written word of the
novel has experienced a progressive
wane in influence, acceding to the
demonstrable data that suggest that
the sway of other, non-narrative art
forms has been weakened by their
turn toward abstraction in the twentieth century, and acknowledging
the convincing argument that television's powerful presence has only
been felt fully the last few decades),
the movie masterpieces, ever since
D.W. Griffith's The Birth of a Nation
in 1915, have often offered dramatically disparate depictions of the mul"£d Byrne teaches poetry and fum studies
at Valparaiso University. He writes regularly onfzlmforThe Cresset.
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tiple layers of modern American
society as well as the purpose, power,
or personalities displayed by the
nation's institutions, its leaders, and
its citizens.
In fact, it has been precisely
those periods in American cinema
history when directors have devoted
much of their energy toward an
attempted understanding, even if at
times a somewhat simplistic or distorted one, as in Griffith's case, of
the many facets which, clustered
together, create the glittering, complex character of the nation, encompassing both its strengths and its ills,
that have resulted in the great ages
of American filmmaking. As the
films of the summer of 1989 continue, week after week, to break each
other's newly-established box-office
records, drawing audiences repeatedly to the theatres while drawing
media attention to ticket receipts in
excess of hundreds of millions of
dollars rather than to the serious
lack of content in the majority of the
movies, it serves well to be reminded
of ftlm seasons which delivered daily
doses of more substantial fare.
During 1989, film aficionados across the land are commemorating anniversaries of what might
easily be recognized as two of the
most important years in the history
of American cinema. This year
marks the 50th anniversary of this
famous list of 1939 film releases:
Gone with the Wind, Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington, Stagecoach, Of Mice and
Men, Dark Victory, Goodbye, Mr. Chips,
The Wizard of Oz, Love Affair,
Ninotchka, Drums along the Mohawk,
Gunga Din, Wuthering Heights, Idiot's
Delight, Beau Geste, The Women, The
Hunchback of Notre Dame, Intermezzo,
The Oklahoma Kid, Golden Boy, The
Story of Vernon and Irene Castle, Made
for Each Other; Union Pacific, juarez,
Jesse James, The Four Feathers, Destry
Rides Again, The Roaring Twenties, You
Can't Cheat an Honest Man, The
Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex,
The Old Maid, When Tomorrow Comes,
Babes in Arms, The Rains Came ,

Gulliver's Travels, Dodge City, The
Great Victor Herbert, In Name Only,
and The Light that Failed. It should
come as no surprise that this collection is often referred to as that
which best epitomizes the "Golden
Age" of American film under the
old studio system of filmmaking.
At the same time, many will
be celebrating another anniversary
by recalling a special handful of
films which, although they premiered primarily in late 1968, assisted in initiating a new era of filmmaking when, as they were honored 20 years ago at the 1969
Academy Awards, their directors
were accorded a level of respect and
acceptance which, when transformed into increased control and
independence, accelerated the start
of what arguably may be termed a
"Silver Age" for American films .
The films nominated for Academy
Awards in 1969 and their directors
included the following: They Shoot
Horses, Don't They (Sydney Pollack),
Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice (Paul
Mazursky), Alice's Restaurant (Arthur
Penn), The Wild Bunch (Sam
Peckinpah), Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid (George Roy Hill),
and, of course, Midnight Cowboy
Qohn Schlessinger), which won the
Academy Award as Best Picture, the
first X-rated film to do so. The
recognition of these films confirmed a new movement of filmmaking in America which had been
hinted at in the two previous years
~y the mostly positive critical receptiOn gran ted In Cold Blood, In the
Heat of the Night, Guess Who's Coming
to Dinner, Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf, The Graduate, Bonnie and
Clyde, and 2001: A Space Odyssey.
In the 1939 films, we can
observe the desire to be protected
in a cocoon-like state expressed by a
nation about to be drawn into a war
already threatening to devour
Europe and Asia. With few notable
exceptions, the studio-con trolled
films of the "Golden Age" often
turned with a nostalgic glance
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toward the past and presented films
which reinforced beliefs that good
would always triumph over evil,
offering traditionally heroic figures,
personified by James Stewart, Henry
Fonda, and Cary Grant, for all to
admire and emulate. The new era
of filmmaking which came of age in
the late 1960s, dominated by directors whose impact and influence are
still evident in a fair number of films
of the late 1980s, usually emphasized the present over the past (even
in such period pieces as Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid or
Bonnie and Clyde, two stories of the
past which raise questions about
more current concerns and embody
more contemporary sympathies),
used gritty, urban locations more
likely to contain contemporary characters engaged in confrontational
experiences, controversial issues,
and contentious events rather than
romanticized rural settings associated with the innocent heroes of the
past, focused upon the close-up
struggles of individual conflict
instead of the panoramic clash of
social or economic classes, and elevated rebellious, loner, nonconformist, anti-establishment, and antiheroic characters to occupy the lead
roles.
All the films of the "Silver
Age" sharply contrasted with the
types of cinema produced by
Hollywood throughout the first half
of the 1960s. These 70mm spectacles intended to fill the newlyenlarged screens of the nation's theatres with visually stimulating, safely
entertaining, but non-controversial
movies such as Cleopatra (1963), Tom
Jones (1963), Zorba the Greek (1964),
My Fair Lady (1964), Mary_Poppins
(1964), The Sound of Music (1965),
and Cat Ballou (1965).
Just as their counterparts in
the
late
1930s and
early
1940s-those directors of the years
at the close of the Depression and
prior to entry into World War II by
the United States who were search-
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ing for a comforting America which
would provide for their audiences
scenes filled with signs of safety and
security as well as assurances of a better future free from external
threats-the directors of the late
1960s and early 1970s began looking
for an America which would articulate alternatives to the evils of violent
racism and corrupt militarism which
were eating at the innards of the
nation in the guise of civil rights
strife and international interventionism. Films of the "Golden Age" highlighted the brighter sides of
American society; films of the "Silver
Age" exposed the darker aspects of
American society.
Perhaps the most important
film that acted as a catalyst for the
new movement of independent filmmaking as the sixties gave way to the
seventies was Easy Rider (1969), a lowbudget, counterculture film produced independent of studio assistance by Dennis Hopper and Peter
Fonda. Although the film clearly displays its twenty years of age upon reviewing in 1989, the narrative of a
cross-country, motorcycle journey by
two anti-establishment drug dealers,
symbolically named Billy and Wyatt,
reverses the westward exploration of
19th century Americans, including
Billy "The Kid" Bonney and Wyatt
Earp. (Ironically, Fonda's father,
Henry, had once been cast as Wyatt
Earp in a 1946 film, My Darling
Clementine.) The characters of Billy
and Wyatt portray, through a series
of metaphorical experiences, the
restlessness of the emerging masses
of dissatisfied and disillusioned youth
questioning the apparent desecration
of American principles and motives
by the political, civic, and social leaders, as well as the testing of American
values and morals during that summer of Woodstock, an event which
would itself be transposed from a
music festival to an influential film
celebrating the counterculture.
As is the case with many of
the characters in films of the "Silver

Age," Billy and Wyatt are antiheroes; nevertheless, the audience's
sympathies go out to these characters because they are attempting to
maintain an idealism of individuality and freedom which has been
stripped from the American society
they encounter along the way. As
other critics have noted, when one
of the characters near the end of
the film declares "We blew it," he
seems to be speaking not just for
the pair of wanderers, but for all
America at the time. Unlike the
western heroes of the past, these
two characters do not ride triumphantly into the sunset, but are
left dead, victims of violence and
bigotry, their motorcycles burning
by the side of a rural Southern
road.
Of course, as in all arts, film
eras do not come and go in a single
year. The years before and after
1939 contributed a number of films
to the "Golden Age," including Mr.
Deeds Goes to Toum (1936), The Awful
Truth (1937), The Good Earth (1937),
You Can't Take It with You ( 1938),
The Philadelphia Story ( 1940), The
Grapes of Wrath ( 1940), Rebecca
(1940), Citizen Kane (1941), and
Casablanca ( 1943). Likewise, in
addition to the films previously
mentioned which directly preceded
1969, a flood of films followed
throughout the 1970s: M.A.S.H
(1970), Klute (1971), The Godfather
(1972), Mean Streets (1973), Serpico
( 19 73), The Godfather, Part II
(1974), Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore (1974), One Flew over the
Cuckoo's Nest ( 1975), Dog Day
Afternoon (1975), Taxi Driver (1976),
Slap Shot (1977), Coming Home
(1978), The Deer Hunter (1978),
Apocalypse Now (1979), Kramer vs.
Kramer (1979), and Raging Bull
(1980), among others.
Therefore, this summer of
'89 should not be viewed in isolation. Perhaps this season is a culmination of a gradual infiltration
which has been occurring for years.
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The era in which moviegoers find
themselves today has been slowly
showing itself throughout the 1980s.
Among the films which have foreshadowed this summer's fare, one
finds Star Wars ( 1977), Close
Encounters of the Third Kind ( 1977),
Star Trek (1978) as well as all its
sequels, Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981 ),
E. T.- The Extraterrestrial ( 1982),
First Blood (1982), Return of the Jedi
(1983), Starman (1984), Indiana
Jones and the Temple of Doom ( 1984),
Gremlins (1984), Ghostbusters (1984)
and Rambo: First Blood II (1985).
However, in this summer of
movies filled with comic book-type
heroes-Batman, Captain Kirk,
Indiana Jones, James Bond, Hulk
Hogan, a karate kid, a group of
ghostbusters, and even a reprise of
Roger Rabbit-most of whom are
making repeat appearances due to
popular demand, a question needs
to be addressed. Have filmmakers
drifted into another in-between era
in American cinema history like the
one witnessed in the early 1960s,
characterized by a multitude of bigbudget extravaganzas which are
entertaining, but non-challenging,
or are we witnessing a transition to a
new period which will eventually

result in a return to the traditional
heroes once treasured in the
"Golden Age" of American films?
As Jack Nicholson, who first
received an Academy Award nomination for his acting in the supporting
role of liberal lawyer George Hanson,
the third idealist in Easy Rider, now
has turned full circle twenty years
later to certainly place himself, by
virtue of a magnificently fiendish performance, in position to be nominated for an Academy Award for his supporting role as a comic book character, The Joker, in Batman, so too has
an era of filmmaking completed its
cycle. It seems as if directors searching to reflect the conditions of the
world in which their audience members find themselves, looking for
America as the 1980s come to a close,
are finding a world in which heroes
are desperately needed (even if they
have to be borrowed from the pages
of comic books, since flesh-and-blood
heroes can no longer be trusted),
that America is looking for figures to
replace those heroes (whether they
be government administrators, athletes, actors, artists, or others) previously taken for granted as undeniably
worthy of acclaim, as exemplified by
Oliver North or Pete Rose, but whose

stature has since been tainted.
Maybe the time has arrived for films
to once again exert their influence.
Already this year one film,
Field of Dreams, in which Kevin
Costner plays the contemporary version of the James Stewart or Henry
Fonda hero, has returned to the
standards set during the "Golden
Age," and the response by audiences and critics alike has resembled the joyful and tear-filled welcoming home of a long-lost friend.
Perhaps audiences are once again
eager for traditional film heroes
who ride triumphantly into the sunset, as indicated recently by the
warm audience reaction when
Steven Spielberg pays homage to
such characters at the end of
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade,
or whose trust is vindicated, as in
the concluding scene of Field of
Dreams. If the success of Field of
Dreams encourages other movies of
its kind, one of the messages delivered in the film will also serve as
good tidings to directors considering future production of similar
films: show faith, create those films,
and "people will come."
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Photographs by Chicago artist Nathan Lerner.
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The Unraveling

The tree outside the window is scraggly
As if a child has taken scissors to it.
The sky is pale, the color of milk
In shadow, crossed with blue.
Next door a young girl arranges her dolls
In families and then, inexplicably, begins to cry.
I used to think everything I did
Was as irreproachable as sunlight.
What made you leaveA letter under the silks in my drawer?
A lie you caught me in
That unraveled others and othersThe dizzying fabric of our lives
Something you no longer knew?
It doesn't matter now.
Now, when I walk into the evening,
The air seems hurtful to me.
Every house is full of light.
Even the house with one lone soul
Battering around a bulb, reading a book
Or listening to music undo the dark,
Has its own brightness.
Sometimes I have to walk, blinkered,
Down the quiet dust.
Finally I look out into the blackness,
All those acres of it, miles,
With everything in it, you and my sonBut it gets hard for me. I get tired.
After a while you become a blur to me
Like everything else I can't touch with my hands.

Kim Bridgford
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Seeing the Sea---Three Views
The mysterious, open waters of the seas often provoke
the imagination and bring feasts of ever-changing
reflected light to the eyes.
The nineteenth century scene above by the
midwest artist Junius R. Sloan presents the waters and
sky as almost unbounded. These quiet waters echo the
rainbow of sunset light reflected from the cloud-filled
heavens. Tiny meditative figures at the shore edge
invite us to identify with them and join in the worshipful contemplation of the engulfmg light, air, and water.
The small boat and the tiny sails suggest a vast expanse,
and immeasureable distance beyond. As a result, the
figures seem to be experiencing a sublime repose in
harmony with the greater order of nature. For ninetenth century romanticists, such scenes of unspoiled
natural beauty evoked a sense of the Creator's action
and presence.
Forty-three years later, in 1916, John Sloan (no
relation to Junius) painted Pile Driver; Evening (see front
cover.) Here, he shows the sea domesticated and

framed by the land. Sloan, a leader in the "Ash Can
School" of urban realistic painters, depicts a work-a-day
use of the sea. In the foreground is the ungainly
steam-driven pile-driver. Further back are pleasure
boats with lowered sails. Work buildings and houses fill
the bounding shoreline and hills. Even the sky is interrupted with human constructions, and the moment is
given an immediacy by the artist's vigorous brushstrokes. Nevertheless, a sense of productive harmony
with nature prevails.
Finally, in contrast to both paintings, John
Culik's Ichthys (contents page) indicates in some ways
an analytic, categorizing approach. Instead of a scene,
a creature of the sea is isolated and presented in lively
particularity. Further, it is placed against a dark, generic fish silhouette and given and ancient Greek title,
adding intellectual associations.
In these images, we have opportunity to experience three views of the sea: the sublime, the social,
and the systematic.

R.H.W. Brauer

